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The purpose of this descriptive study was to investigate

level III advanced mathematics students' understanding of the

roots of polynolllial functions as a result of an integrated

approach with the graphing calculator. It examined the students'

ability to ""ork ""ith the symbolic, tabular, and graphic

representations of polynomial functions in their quest to

identify its roots. It also explored ""hat students had to say

about the graphing calculator and its features and their reaction

to its inclusion in the learning process.

One class of thirty one students of Mathematics 3201

participated in the study. E:ach student completed a manual of

thirteen activities designed specifically for the TI-82 graphing

calculator to address the curricular objectives for the

polynomial unit. Students were required to formulate a ""ritten

definition for the root of a polynomial function, at the

beginning and conclusion of the study. All ""ere intervie""ed as

many as five times and all ""rote a final unit test and

questionnaire.

After the integrated approach ""ith the graphing calculator,

students ""ere able to formulate and articulate a Coherent

explanation of the root of a polynomial function. Additionally,

many could also provide significant detail regarding the

different aspects of a root and demonstrated a reasonable degree



of proficiency with polynomial functions expressed symbolically,

qraphically, and in tabular form.

Most students responded positively to the inteqration of the

graphinq calculator and learned to use it efficiently and

effectively by the time the study concluded. It proved to be

most popular in a supportive role to verify work and to provide

insight so busy work could be kept at a minimum. It helped most

students appreciate that the graph of a polynomial function was

integrally connected to the algebra they had learned in past

Not all students, however, were pleased with the frequent

use at the calculator. Some felt that it detracted from their

ability to master the algebraic procedures that were paramount in

"real" mathematics.
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For the past eleven years I have been teaching math in one

senior high school in this province. For all of these years r

have entertained and struggled with a question crucial to my

professional growth as a teacher. What exactly is mathematics?

A difficult question indeed.

OCcasionally, I dare ask. my students. This year was one

such occasion. Their respon.ses surprised, didn't surprise,

intrigued, pleased, and disappointed me. Some of them said that

mathematics is:

-the science of numbers

-addition, subtraction, mUltiplication, division, algebra,

geometry, calculus, functions, fractions, square roots,

trigonometry, theorems, and postulates

-story problems, problem solving, and a way to develop

your mind and your reasoning skills

-more than funny symbols and long numbers, it is a part of

our lives

-a way to explain the world in a simplified way

-<1 subject we must take in school

-it is a class that I have had to take 5 or more times <1

week for the past thirteen years

-formulas th<1t I'll prob<1bly never use in life

-isn't overly useful and is really only a pain to many

-what allows us to construct buildings, boats, and

airplanes



-finding slopes, drawing graphs, solvinq for x, and proving

proofs

-used in statistics and scientific research

-the basis tor al.l science

In the course of building and ret'ining my own sense of what

mathematics is all about, I became interested in the graphing

calculator and the potential it offered me to shift away from the

monkey see monkey do approach so prevalent with th.is subject.

The graphing calculator was the accessible and relatively

affordable tool that offered a real alternative in the classroom.

For me this instrument could provide the bridge from abstract

symbolic mathematics to the development of a greater appreciation

for the meaning behind the symbols. It seemed to have the

potential to move students beyond the prescription/imitation

modus operandi common in school mathematics to speculation,

exploration, and deterlll!nation. In a non-judqmental way the

calculator promised to make its user trIOre likely to explore,

observe, adjust, and conclude.

It is my nope that the use of the calculator and the

approach taken durinq the study has, in some small way, helped

some of my students develop a greater sense of freedom and

responsibility for their own learning.
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1.1 :tD.troducti.olL

E'or the past twenty years there has been a call for

fundamental reform in all levels of the teaching and learning of

mathematics. The response has been slow and arduous.

In general, teaching mathematics is not vastly different

than that which was typical when the call was issued.

Staketlolders in the educational process bave not embraced the

vision that has culminated in the Standards document (NCTH, 1989)

with its demand tbat students learn more and better mathematics

and that instruction they receive be radically reformed. The

fact that the changes are so pervasive and presumably costly may

part.ially explain the sluqqi.!!h respon.!!e.

However, tectlnoloqical tools such as the qraphing calculat.or

challenge and defy the .!!tatu.!! quo. In the hands of the mas.!!e.!!,

software and calculat.or.!!, easily proqraamed and capable of

symbolic manipulation, will press the issue of refor:m. tduc.t.ors

will be forced to abandon t.he security of tradit.ional curricula

rich in memorization and the paper and pencil wizardry of

simplifyinq, factorin<~, and manipulatinq in favor of one that.

promotes skills crucial in the worlcplace of today and t.omorrow.

Hopefully, t.he findinqs of thi.!! research will benefit other

senior hiqh mathemat.ics teachers in their quest. to understand

what. role the graphinq calculator can play in their t.eachinq of

mat.hel:liltic.!!, how it. can be beneficial to their student.!!, how t.hey



aUqht inteqrate it into their classrooms, and even why they

should.

This study is descriptive rather than experimental or

comparative. It does not attempt to make any specific

comparisons amen; the target qroup for this study to groups from

previous years nor does it attempt to statistically quantify the

findinqs. Rather it investigates and describes the effect of an

instructional approach that uses the graphing calculator on

students' conceptual understanding of polynomial functions.

Specifically. it attempts to answer the questions:

L Does a unit: of instruction which includes reqular and

frequent use of the qraphing calculator, as one element of

the instructional approach, help students develop an

understandinq of the concept of the roots of polynomial

functions?

2. Which representation of function, tabular, qraphic, or

algebraic do students choose to use and worle with when

determining the roots of a polynomial function? Why?



3. What growth or developPlent. i.t any. llave the students

exhibited in their ability to IIlake the link bet_en the

symbolic: fac:tors o.t the polynomial equation and its real

roots'?

What do students say about the inteqration of the graphing

calculator into their learning of IIlathematics that would

reveal their attitude towards this device?



The literature review is divided into three parts. The

first presents a brief overview of the history of calculating and

calculating devices. presenting it as a phenomenon not exclusive

to modern day invention. The second part delves into the

calcu.lator and the place it has occupied in the mathematics

classroom over the past twenty years_ The final part of the

review discusses SOllle of the potential benefits to be derived

from. the graphing calculator and then presents some of the

research findings on graphing tecbnoloqy in lIIathematics

education. Since lIIuch of the literature related to the graphing

calculators is activity rather than research based. the author

has also incorporated an overview of the research related to the

microcomputer as it pertains to the learning' of mathematics.

Calculating is not the brainchild of modern day society.

Historically speaking'. calculating is as diverse and dynamic as

it is old. since pre-historic times. calculating has been both



an integral part of everyday COllIIlerce and a source of wonder and

fascination tor some of the greatest minds in history.

In an ongoing search for speed, efficiency, and accuracy,

efforts to enuraerate and cOlllPute have :resulted in the development

of procedures and devices that facilitated these processes.

Humanity's earliest attempts at enumeration include such things

as stones in a bag, notche:5 on a stick, and tally marks in the

sand or on the wall, usually indicating a one to one

correspondence. Approximately five thousand years ago, these

practices were rendered ob:5olete by the appearance of counting

boards and devices like the abacus (Hoursund, 1981).

The eventual emergence of nUlllber syStetl15 such as those used

by the Greelt.s and. Romans brought siqnitic:ant changes to the

process of computation. Rather than a collection stones,

notches, or tally marks a single symbol or series of symbols was

used to denote quantity. The Kindu-Arabic number system was even

more versatile because it introduced the powerful notion of place

value which perlllitted the development of algorithms for addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. Algorithms eventually

developed into mathematical tables that could be used. by those

working in the area.5 of astronomy, navigat.ion, and weaponry

(Moursund, 19811. These mat.hemat.ical tables provided an

efficient source of answers to frequently occurring problems

without. the nece.5sary drudgery of repetitive calculations.

In t.he 1600s Napier made a signiticant contribut.ion to

computing through his idea to use rods in order t.o perform the

multiplicat.ion and divhion of whole nutllbers (Moursund, 19811.



These rods callle to be called Napier's bones. Napier lat.er

developed t.he concept of loqaritl:uDs, permitting multiplication

and division of any decimals t.o be reduced to addition and

subt.ract.ion through t.he use of logarit.hmic t.ables. These tables

cont.inued to be quite valuable to scientists and engineers until

well into t.he second hal.! of this cent.ury. However, wit.h the

advent. of elect.ronic comput.at.ional devices t.he t.ables became

redundant. and inefficient..

F'rom t.he seventeent.h t.o t.he twent.iet.h cent.ury, mechanical

calculating devices were invented and somet.imes built.. However,

it. was not. unt.il t.he ninet.eent.h cent.ury t.hat. t.hey became

corrmerciallyavailable. Due t.o t.heir litDit.ed availability and

high cost., t.hey had lit.tle impact. on education (Hoursund, 1981).

Chalk and blackboard and paper and pencil cont.inued t.o be t.he

preferred medium in educat.ional circles.

The quest to build an efficient calculating device received

i t.s biggest impetus frOll. a new found abilit.y to harnes3

electrical power and build elect.rical root.OU. With each decade

in the twentieth century came improvements in circuitry until the

electronic digit.al computer was born (MOursund, 19811. Progress

cont.inues t.o be ambitious and rapid. This is evidenced by the

numerous improvement.s t.hat have been made to the scient.ific

calculator, the qraphinq calculator, and the home computer, and

the lap-top t.o the extent that by t.he time a purchase is made,

new t.echnology becomes available t.hat. eclipses the capabilit.ies

of t.hat just procured.



2.3 'fbe cal.ca.l.ator

With the decrease in the cost of the Illinica.lculator. its

accessibility to students at all leveh is increasing

rapidly. Mathematics teachers should recognize its

potential contribution as a valuable instructional aid. In

the classroom, the minicalculator should be used in

imaginative ways to reinforce learninq and to motivate

learners as they become proficient in mathematics.

(Mathematics Teacher, 1978, p.92)

This is the official position of the NCTH on the use of

calculators as stated In 1974. In the twenty year period since,

this position has not changed. Instead it has been reaffirmed,

repeated, and refined to reflect the changes in tectutoloqy that

have since occurred. f'urther support for its integration came in

1980 in the NCTH's Agenda for Action: Recomnendations in the

1980s. one of their recommendations was that mathematics

proqrams take full advantage of the power of calculators and

computers at all grade levels (p. 1). At the end of that decade

NCTM released Curriculum and E:valuation Standards for School

Mathematics. This document reiterated its former position

regarding calculator use for all levels of the curriculum:



Because technoloqy is changing matheIlliltics and its uses,

we believe that appropriate cal.culators should be

available to all students at all times (NCTM, 19B9, p. BI

Despite the many invitations to adopt the calculator as an

integral part of the lea.rning environment, it still has had

little actual impact on the curriculum, both in what is taught

and how it is taught.

A major reason for this resistance could be a fear that the

calculator will be detrimental to the students' acquisition,

maintenance, and facility with basic mental arithmetic and paper

and pencil algorithms. The conflicting cLrcumstances between

potential benefits on one hand, and faithfulness to the old ways

on the other hand, gave rise to one of the largest bodies of

reseilrch in matheDlatics education (Hembree' Dessart. 19921.

Though some research has yielded aJIIbiquous findings. there

is conSiderable agreement among many as to the effects of using

calculators on basic computational skills, aChievement, testing-.

concept development. problem solving. and attitude.

In 1986 Hembree and Dessart assumed the task of integrating

the findings of seventy nine research reports. They performed a

meta-analysis to determine the effects of using calculators on

students' achievement on tests, conceptual Knowledge,

computat.ion, problem solving, and at.t.it.ude. To synthesize the

various findings they t.ransformed results t.o a COlmlOn numerical

base called effect size. A posit.ive effect. size indicated a

study favoring t.he calculat.or t.reatment.. In all. 524 'effects'



were measured in the seventy nine studies. These effects were

then grouped according to grade level, student ability. and

cOlllllOn aspects of perfoDllilnce or attitude so that the results

could be tested for statistical significance (Hembree' Dessan.•

19921.

In some of these seventy nine studies. experimental groups

were permitted to use calculators during testing situations.

Comparison groups were allowed only paper and pencil. The

difference in the average scores in those studies showed a clear

advantage to those who had used the calculator for inlltruction

and testing (Hembree' Dellllart. 1992). For t.ests with

calculators, srudents ot average and low ability showed positive

effectll that seemed moderate to larqe (Kembree , Dessart, 1992).

This result is not particularly surprising. However. it is

interesting that for tests without calculators there was SlIIall

but significant ettects observed tor average students at all

grade levels. This indicated that the use of calculators during

instruction advanced the students' skills with written algorit~

(Hembree' oessart, 1992).

Much of the research literature did not reach any

conclusions regarding the relationship between the calculator and

conceptual development. In the face of a lacle of evidence to

support any such claims, many concluded that, at the very least,

the calculator posed no threat to the development of conceptual

ltnowledge. However. numerous articles, which could only be

classified as opinion literature, hypothesized that the
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calculator :'lhould be instrumental in helping student.s t.o

understand concept.s bett.er (Branca. Breedlove, , King. 1992)_

The relationship between the calculator and problem solving.

however. is clearer than it. is for; conceptual Icnowledqe. There

were observable gains in t.he a.rea of problem .solving as a re:5ult.

of using the calculator. The score5 of hiqn and low ability

students in problem solving showed a moderate ItllProvement as a

result. of improved computation and strategy use (Hembree'

Dessart. 1992). Studies on the use of calculators and problem

solving summarized by Suydam found either positive effects or no

siqnificant differences when calculators were used (Szetela ,

Super, 1987). In their study. carried out on 290 grade seven

st.udents, Szet.ela and Super (19871 concluded that the problem

501vinq group with calculators were 51iqhtly lIlIOl:'e successful that

the group who had received traditional in5truction.

Computational skills were also studied ill. order to detertnine

what impaCt the calculator .Illigbt have had. In qeneral, Hembree

and Dessart (1992) concluded that the calculator could apparently

advance the average students' computational skills while doing no

harm to the computational skills of low and high ability

students. Subsequent research by Hembree and Dessart (l992j

uncovered studies that found the calculator to be advantageous

for computation for average ability students, as well as those of

low ability. The general literature also theorized that

computation would be enhanced as a re5ult of the calculator and

that errors would be the result of problem misconcept.ualization

or calculator keystroking IShuard, 1992).
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PerfoImance aspects such as concept development. problem

solving, testinq, and computation were not the only factors t.hat.

were of interest: to tbose stUdying the impact. ot calculators on

mathemat.ics education. Students' attitudes cowards the

calculator were also a topic or invest.iqation. Specifically.

those students who had been exposed to the calculator durinq

their instruction displayed a bet.ter attitude towards mathematics

than did those who had had no contact. with the device (Hembree &

Dessart. 1992). The S:r.etela and Super (1987) study, conducted

fOt: an entire school year on twenty-four seventh grade classes

supported this findinq because the calculator qroup scored

significantly higher on t.he at.titude-towaro-problem-solvinq-test.

than did t.he control qroup.

2 .•. 1 :Introduct1oD.

Computers have been available on a IIlOre or less limited

basis in schools since the late sixties. In the 19805 it was

widely anticipated by educators that the microcomputer would

revolutioni;z:e mathematics instruction. Yet the changes predicted

never materiali;z:ed. Two reasons might explain this reality.

First, cOl!lPuters were neither readily available nor accessible.

for economic rea.son.s. Secondly, and ju.st a.s importantly, t.he

role of the microcol!lPuter had not been clearly defined or

teachers properly t.rained in it.s use.
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The availability and accessibility of Illicrocomputers

continues to be an issue today and considerinq the limited

financial resources of raany school systems, it is likely that it

will continue to be an obstacle in the future. However, the

int.roduction of t.he graphing calculator in the late 1980s has

provided a real alternative t.o t.he microcomputer. These hand

held devices, now widely available and relatively inexpensive,

have the potential to enhance the mathematics cucciculum. They

are sophisticated. easy to use devices that are forcinq educators

to re-think the role of technology in instruction. The more

recent symbolic manipulation capabilities of some qraphing

calculators and t.he ease of programminq that is typical of these

instruments are forcin; educators to re-examine wllat it is about

mathematics that they value and to reassess what it is they think

that students should know in order to be mathematically literate.

one of the qreatest benefits to be derived from the use of

the graphing calculator in the senior high mathemati~ curriculum

is the opportunity it affords students to explore. interact, and

test. for example, the capacity for elCploration of functional

relations of all kinds is virtually unlimited. Its potential

will not begin to be realized if it is used primarily for rote

computation and template problem solving.

Because students regularly have to int.erpret. the answers

supplied and re-adjust their input. it. is an ideal tool t.o
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broaden students' critical ehi.oting skills (Dian, 1990). one way

in which critical thinking skills are developed is thrauqh the

user's control over the viewing window. This feature offers a

wonderful opportunity tor students to explore, t.o experi.lllent, t.o

question, and to adjust and re-adjust their thinkinq.

example, the default screen can produce misleading- graphs unless

llIOre suitable axes and scales are defined by the user. The user

learns t.o refine his or her skill of analy:tinq the domain and

range of a function (Kelly. 1993). The beaut.y of this exercise

is that students discover. through experience, the need for

thoughtful use of the calculator and inadvertently learn the

Illeaning of the old phrase garbage in, garbage out (Dian, 1990).

The graphing calculator has eno~us potential in a senior

high mathematics proqram. It can be particularly useful for:

solving systems ot equations and inequalities, solving absolute

value problems, working with trigonometric identities, exploring

polynom.ial relationships, investigating calculus topics, stUdying

polar and parametric equations, and researching statistical

concepts. This list is, by no means, COInPlete.

Solving systems ot linear equations and polynomial

equations, in general, is a very COlllll1On and useful application of

the graphing calculator. The visual image displayed by the

calculator reinforces the solution set obtained by the

traditional paper and pencil methods and helps students see the

connection between symtlolic expressions and graphical

representations.



The graphing calculat.or is ideal for solving absolute value

equations (Horak. 1994.1 and verifying trigonometric identities

(Kelly. 1993). Examining absolut.e value equations using the

graphing calculator enables students to see relationships among

an equation, its associated graph, and its detived solutions

(Horak, 1994). The visual image displayed by entering y=I.1l"+2/

and y=Ix+2j should help students to better appreciate the

solution set for 11r+ 2/. (x+ 21. Similarly, the graphing

calculator offers an effective way to investiqate trigonometric

identities_ Students can determine whether the left and right

hand side of the equation are indeed equal by observing the graph

or graphs that re15ult from entering equations for the left and

right. side individually. Screens that. display the same graph for

both equations ent.ered suggest that the identit.y is true for all

values of the variable (Kelly, 199)) _ Topics t.hat. are rarely seen

at the secondary level can now be introduced much earlier because

of the power of the qraphing calculat.or. Graphs of polar and

parametric equat.ions are now readily accessible with the aid of

these hand held computers (Demana , Waits, 1989). The fact that

producing polar and parametric graphs by hand takes so long makes

it an ineffective instructional strategy (Oemana , Waits, 1989l.

However, many hand held graphing calculators now have the built

in parametric graphing utilities that automate the curve

construction process (Foley, 1992). They can simult.aneously plot

related curves and have a user controlled trace t.hat displays a

numerical readout of the parameter value and the coordinates
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usociated witb each plotted point (Foley. 1992). Though. this

lIlay not be something that one wotlld want to explore with every

mathematics class. at least the potential is there to explore and

enrich the more advilnced classes.

Curriculum and &valuation Standard'S tor SChool Mathematics

(NCTK. 1989) reCOIlIlleDds the integration of statistical concepts

and applications into the senior mathematics curriculum. Relating

equations and data. rinding the line of best. fit, and being able

to make interpretations and predictions from data are some skills

that are aavocated (RUbenstein, 1992). The graphing calculator.

with its vast statistical capability can malee this a realistic

object.ive. Capable of producing scatter plots, graphs and

parameters for curves of best fit, and correlation coefficients,

among other things, the graphing calculator is an ideal tool for

developing the necessary skills for statistical analysis

(Rubenstein, 19921.

An imposing, but fundamental concept that can be simplified

and clarified by the graphinq calculator is the concept of limit.

Limits are typically studied. in first year university mathematics

courses and in some secondary programs. It can be an

intimidating and dif!1cult topic for many students because of the

many rules associated with evaluatinq limits for different types

of functions. The beauty of the graphing calculator is that it

provides the student with the opportunity to see what the concept

means in graphical and tabular terms in a dynamic way that is not

always possible with a traditional chalk and talk approach. In

the context of limits, the graphing calculator also helps
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student:s develop a qreater appreciation for the continuous nature

of number (Heid as cited in Hart, 1992).

The potent.ial of the qraphinq calculator within the branch

of mathematics called calculus, both differential and integral,

can not. be overestimated. Newton's Jnethod for approxiJnatinq

roots is an ideal t.opic to explore with the qraphinq calculator

because of its capability, under the draw option, to add tangents

lines where indicated. The calculator is particularly useful

because of its speed and precision in drawing these tanqent lines

and its dynamic: capabilit.y to zoom in on the graph to deterllline

if the tanqent lines are converqinq on the root. of the oriqinal

function. Again. because of the speed of the calculator several

different types of functions can be explored. in order to expose

students to situations where the successive approximations mayor

may not converqe.

Just as the co~cept of limit can be Clarified when explored

in conjunction with the calculator. so can the derivative. The

derivative is the cornerstone of the entire branch of mathematics

lmown as di!lerential calculus and lends itself nicely to the

exploration with the qraphinq calculator. For example. the

differentiability or non-differentiability of a qiven function

and it being locally linear can be seen dynamically when :tooming

in on the graph (Dick. 1992).

These are only a few topics in calculus where the calculator

can be put to good use. Its graphical capabilities impart a

richer meaning to calculus concepts and hopefully leave the



st.udent. wit.h a less iIIlpoverishecl view of functions as mere

symbolic expressions t.o be manipulated. IDick, 19921.

The qrapllioq calculat.or adds a visual ditDeosions to the

world of lllathematics and moves it. beyond the strictly symbolic.

Tile st.udent.s learn from experience t.llat. mat.hematics is much more

t.han pencil gymnast.ics.

In qeneral, t.lle research lit.erat.ure does indicate that.

student.s who use graphinq t.echnoloqy are able t.o funct.ion at.

higher levels of qraph.ical understandinq (Browninq as cit.ed in

Kart, 19911, are bet.ter a.ble t.o relat.e qraphs t.o t.heir equat.ion.s

(Rich as cit.ed in Dunham a.nd Dick, 1994), are bet.t.er able t.o read

and interpret. qraphical informat.ion (Boers-van Oo.st.erum, 1990),

and have a greater underst<Jnding: of the connections amonq

qraphic, numeric, and symbolic represent.ations (Beckmann 1989.

Browning: 1989; Kart 19921.

Thoug:h t.he research literature on t.he use of graphing

calculators 1s limit.ed because of the newness of t.he t.echnology,

much of what. is available has attempted t.o compare overal.l

achievement bet.ween experimental qroups for whom qraphics

t.echnoloqy is available and control groups t.aught. in the

t.raditional way.

A recent study out. ot Kawthorn, Victoria frOlll the Swinburne

Inst.itute of Technology (Boers and Jones, 19921 looked at the

effect.s of the qraphing calculator on students' achievement and
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at.titudes in a first. year underqraduat.e calculus course. There

were 320 subject.s in this particular study, all of whom were

first year student.!! at the Institute. The subjects were divided

into two lecture groups according to their declared major and

their reported mathernatics background. The first group In-ISO)

included Hath/Computer Science majors and Double Computer Science

majors, as well as t.hose who had low math scores in their final

year ot' high school and those who had some deficiency in their

math background. The latter two qathered a week before t.he

semester begao to brush up their prerequisite sulls and to be

introduced to the graphing calculator. They were referred to as

the bridqinq students. Tne second group (n-I10) consisted of

students majoring in Medical Biophysics , Instrumentation,

Computing- , Instrumentation, Computer Aided Chemistry, and

Computer Aided Bio-ehemistry. The course content was the same

for both groups except for the first two weeks when the Urst

group studied financial mathematics and the second group studied

vector analysis. Assessment was similar for both groups. All

students in both groups were required to purchase a graphing

calculator among their course materials. It was used excensively

in the topics of graphing functions, equations and inequalities,

and limits. Particular emphasis was placed on the capacity of

the calculator to act as checking device for analytically derived

knowledge (Boers' Jones, 19921.

With both groups, Boers and Jones (1992) investigated

student actitudes towards the graphing calculator, the impact it

had on performance, and the impact it had on the bridging
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students. The at.titude surveys were administered t.o all student.s

in April '91 and Sept.ember '91 bet"ore the course began in order

to assess how the changes were being ant.icipated. In general,

response to the proposal t.o include the CiJraphinq calculat.or in

their instruction was positive and any change in attitude over

the five month interim was in the positive direction. Many

students reported to like the fact that: problems were now

presented and analyzed algebraically and graphically. Negative

reactions generally reflected a fear that, pot.entially, the

calculator would erode skills. The results of the surveys showed

that females. typically. rated their math ability lower than

males and reported being more anxious t.han males. Also more

females said they found the graphing calculator difficult to use

and were confused when problems Iofere analy~ecl algebraically and

graphically. Ironically. females were less likely than .lllaies to

make the statement I find ltlyself experimenting with a problem

rather than just trying to get the solution. but they disagreed,

lQOre than males, that the graphing calculator was a waste of time

(Boers & Jones, 1992).

Despite the insecurity shown, females did not perform lllOre

poorly than males. In fact, the mean score for females at the

end of the semester was 62.49 whereas it was 56.61 for the males.

For females with a Hath and Computer Science major, the graphing

calculator was associated with a dramatic improvement in

performance relative to that of male students in the same group.

Prior to 1991, males had slightly outperformed females, but after

1991 the women outperformed the men and by a larger margin. This
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difference was even lIlOre dramatic iUlIOnq the bridqlng student,:, who

had chosen this major. No ccaparison could be drawn from the

Double COIDputer Science majors because there were too few females

on which to base the comparison.

The overall performance of the bridging stUdents did not:

seem to be positively or negatively effected by the introduction

of the graphing calculator. In fact, there was no change in t.he

relative performancell of bridging and normal entry students.

Subsequent interviews with bridging students revealed. that they

felt the calculator was a useful device, but not a major fact.or

in helping t.hem to bridge the gap between high school math and

university math.

The Ohio State C1E'C Project was an enoJ:l!lOUS study designed

to incorporate graphing technoloqy into a precalculus CQurse.

For the first tWO years of the project. the materials were

piloted by the authors and others in five. then nine. high school

classrooms. Subsequently, the course was field tested by over

2000 students in 86 high schoolS and 40 colleges. Interactive

software or graphing calculators were an integral part of the

course for the experimental qroups while instruction for the

comparison groups emphasized paper and pencil sk.ills and

algebraic manipulation (Dunham. 1992) _ Results from ANOVA showed

that there were no significant differences between experimental

and comparison qroups on the pre-test. but that the C2 PC schools

significantly outperformed comparison schools on the posttest.

Similar results were found using ANCOW'!. with pretest scores as

the covariate (Ounham. 1992).
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Dunham. (19921 implies a need for cautious optiJU.:5lIl when

interpreting the results of the study because of its lack of

unifoonity illDOnq the IVtperialE!ntal groups. Variations occurred in

the length of class ti.Ple, pacing, type oC qraphio9 technology

used. frequency of use, and student profiles_ As well,

comparison classes Ioferfl even more varied in syllabi and texts_

Consequently. further investigation is needed to confirm the:!le

exciting results. Durinq the Heid study (as cited in Hart, 1992l

students used computers as a primary means of computation during

the first twelve weeks of a calculus course and developed paper

and pencil methods tot: the last th.ree weeks. MuMath, software

capable of symbolic manipulation, was used by tnose in t.he

experimental qroups. Data was collected in a variety of ways

from each of the two experimental groups of fifteen to twenty

students and one COIlIparison class of approximately one hundred.

Results of the study snowed tnat students who used the computers

had a broader and deeper understanding of the course concepts and

performed almost as well on a final exam of routine skills (Heid

as cited in Hart. 19921. E:ven though the mean score of the three

groups was not significantly different. the experimental groups

outpetformed the comparison group on 14 of the 16 conceptual

questions on tno exam. but did worse on the paper and pencil

techniques. Further analysis revealed that the experimental

students were more creative. accurate, and detailed in their

re:llpon:lles and better able to tie ideas toqether (Heid as cited in

Hart, 1992).
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The Palmiter resea.rch las cited in McClendon, 19921

conLirmed Elart's findinqs. This study compared an experimental

qroup with tWO control qroups to investigate the use of a

computer algebra system in an introductory calculus course.

the end of a ,five week period the experimental group was given a

computational and a conceptual exam with questions extracted from

the final exam ot the second control group. The experimental

group was allowed to use the computer software they had been

using previously. The first. control group wrote a similar exam

during the tenth week. Also, after eleven weeks bot.h the

experimental group and the first control qtoup wrote a common

exam. The computer was not permitted. The analysis showed that

the experimental qroup performed siqnificantly bet.ter on the

conceptual exam at week live than the control group did at week

ten. ~ well. the elqlerimental group scored significantly better

on the computational exam in 45 minutes than the control group

did in 90 minutes. Finally. though there was no .significant

difference on the lDean score between the groups on the conceptual

portion of the final exam. the experimental group performed

significantly higher overall (Palmiter as cited in MCClendon,

1992). Palmiter hypothesized that emphasis on the computational

skills for the last five weeks and the absence of the computer

during the exam interfered with the groups performance on the

conceptual questions (Palmiter as cited in MCClendon, 1992).

Another study that supports the contention that cocnputers

can be a valuable tool in the acquisition of conceptual knowledge

i.s the Schrock study (Schrock as cited in Hart, 1991). Wod:ing
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with three sections ot" ca.lcullJ5 t. two control groups and one

experimental group, Schrock investigated the differences between

students' understanding of calculus concepU. The experimental

group used a computer algebra system while the control groups

were taught in the tradit.ional lIIilnDer. The study focused on the

differences exhibited in computational skills and on the ability

to solve application problems. The results of a conceptual exam

qlven after the thirteenth week indicated a siqniticant

difference between the /IlElan.s of the control group and the

experimental group. However, the final exam Showed that, though

the mean score of the experimental group was higher. the

difference was not significant.. The analysis of t.he conceptual

questions on the eXalD-, however, showed a siqnilicant difference

in favor of the experimental qroup. Similar lindlnqs were noted

on an application eXiIlI1 that both qroups wrote. Shrock {as cited

in Rart, 19911 concluded that the experimental students Showed no

loss in computational skills and that a calculus course

emphasizinq the development of concepts throuqh the use of

technoloqy rather than skills acquisition would have a positive

effect on students.

Melin (as cited in Hart. 1992} reached similar conclusions

after a four week experiment with two qroups ot calculus I

students. The experimental qroup {n-24j used the qraphinq

calculator durinq their instruction while the control qroup

{n-241 did not. The experimental instruct-ion occurred after the

first of the two departmental exa.m.s adtninistered to both qroups.



Even though the graphing calculators were not perDlitted on exam

two, the experimental qroup performed significant~y better.

f'urther support for these resu.lts was found in the Stout

study las cited in Hart:, 19911. One of the two groups involved

used the graphinq calcularor to explore the concept ot: the

derivative while the other was taught in the traditional manner

without the benet:it of graphics technology. Two five item rests

were administered to both groups for which no calculators were

allowed. On Test 1, where they had to draw the qraph of the

derivarive given the graph of a function, the calculator group

scored siqniHcantly hlqher. on the second test, drawing the

function from the graph of its derivative, there was no

siqnlficant difference.

Tall (as cited in Beckmann, 1988) studied the effectiveness

of usinq COIllPuter qraph.ic.s to develop understanding of the

derivative. Using the software proqraIll5 MAGNIFY and GRADIENT,

Tall conducted a study of 112 sixteen year olds. Tall found that

the 4) students in the experimental sections had fewer

difficulties understanding the concept of derivative and

performed significantly better than the control group on

stretching the derivative, recognizing the graph of a derivative,

specifying a non-differentiable function, and relating t.he

derivative to the gradient and the gradient function. Performance

of manipulative t.echniques was not significantly differenr for

either group.
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Ruthven (19901 and Quesada and Maxwell 119921 are two other

!!Itudies that. found siqni.licant differences in favor of

experiment.al qroups who u..se<1 qraph.ioq calculators in a

pre-calculu.:5 course. Students' responses t.o a survey in t.he

Quesada. and Maxwell (1992) st.udy also indicat.ed that the graphing

calculator was perceived by students to be a helpful tool for

understanding the course content.

The collective results of these and other studies are

encouraqinq. but Dunham and Dick (1994) caution that it would be

unwise to assume that: simply cartinq a set of calculators into

the classroom will have some magical effect. on students and that

attributinq siqnificant differences in achievement to them would

be irresponsible.

Other studies have been less quantitative than those

ment.ioned thus far. one, for example, probed t.eaching

philosophies as manifest io use of graphing calculat.ors in t.he

classroom. Another explored the effects ot' an al ternate approach

to introductory calculus that highlight.ed the graphing calculator

While a third focused on the connection between symbolic,

numeric, and graphical representations. Studies of this sort did

not attempt t.o measure achievement and were less quantitative in

their methodoloqy and analysis.

Simmt (1993) explored teachers' expressed and manifested

philosophies ot' mathematics and mathematics education as these

philosophies were articulated and worked out in the context of

makioq decisions for utilizing the qraphing calculator io their

instruction. Six teachers were observed while using graphing
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calculators t.o t.each lessons on t.he quadratic function. SiIllmt

(1993) found t.hat: the graphing- calculators were u.sed primarily to

provide graphical images so the students c0111d observe,

investigate, and qenerali:z:e about the t.ransformations performed

on t.he quadratics. The calculators were also u.sed to verify

st.udent. work. FOt: the most. part., the calculators were not used

to facilit.ate and/ot: encourage students to make conjectures and

prove or refute ideas.

The ways in which the t.eachers used the calculators and

their reasons for doing so varied among the six being studied.

I?ragmatically, the t.eachers believed that. the calculator offered

instructional variety and enabled them to generate more examples

in a shorter period of time. One teacher felt that his students

had more confidence in rhe accuracy of the calculator and as such

it enabled them to work on their own with less need for teacher

assistance. All but one of the teachers felt that the calculator

motivated the students and two expressed their belief that the

students had a better understanding of the concepts in the unit.

The different activities chosen by the teachers in the

study, when, how, and how often the calculators were used were

all indicative of the existing philosophies. The choices made by

two of the teachers indicated a belief that mathematics can be

done inductively and that a person can be led to the truth behind

the mathematical task. Mathematics was seen by one as a human

activity, by another a5 a process, and still another as a well

st.ructured body or pure knowledge. All considered it to be

sequential and logical. One teacher made the decision not to
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include the calculator in further instruction because he felt

that stuclents were not: doing mathematics when they were looking

at graphs.

The McClendon .study (1991) is another that did DOr. take a

quantitative approach. MCClendon developed a graphics calculator

study guide to be used in the first term ot an introductory

calculus course. The quide was intended to emphasize conceptual

understanding and to provide calculator problem solving

techniques to enhance or replace traditional paper and pencil

problem solving techniques. MCClendon found that most: student.s

were able to work independent.ly on the homework a:55iqnments. used

the calculators freely on all t.ests and homework, thought they

understood calculus concepts. and felt they were better able to

solve problems because they could use the calculator. Student

performance on the tests were encouraging and the exit survey

showed. an increase in confidence and an improved attitude towards

the calculator.

In the Hart study (19921 324. students from 12 institutions

were part of an experimental curriculum, using supercalculators,

to emphasize the connection between symbolic, numerical, and

graphical representations. The experimental students 5hoW1'!d a

greater facility with graphical and numerical repcesentations and

were better able to tie the three representations together than

the traditional students. Also, individuals exhibited

prefecences for certain representations. How they used the

calculator was tied to their managelllE!nt of the representations.

fUrthermore, the data indicated that those lacking confidence in
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symbolic manipulat.ion tended to use the calculator lIlOJ:"e readily,

that routine calculations dODe on the calculator were looked at

least. critically, and that confidence in the graphical

information conveyed was tied to having- prior Into.r:mation.

Hart {l9921 also telt that the results indicated that grades were

not a good indicator of the quality of the connections among the

representations and that technology appeared to affect student

learning in a positive way by helping t.h.em develop richer concept.

images. Hart concluded. that students had to be guided in the

proper use of the calculator in order to receive its positive

effects_

The literature, however. is not. unanimous in its findings

regarding the relationship between graphing technology and

aChievement in mathematics. Some of the literature available

contendS thar the use of graphi<;s technoloqy does not have a

signi.ficant impact upon student achievement. Others claim that

though it may have no si.qni.ficant impact, nei.ther does it

neqatively affect skill acquisition. Some researchers claim that

studies attempting to link achievement and qraphing technology

offer little insi.ght into how the technology affects student

learning.

Judson (as cited in Hart, 1992), HatmI (as ci.ted in Hart,

1992) , and Hawker (1966) all report no siqnificant advantage for

students who were exposed to the computer throughout their

instruction. In general, achievement did not improve

significantly for students using software capable of symbolic

manipulation. Judson noted, however, that the students' ability
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to underst<U1d and apply the concepts was not negatively impacted

by their reliance on the .software to perform the algebraic

calculations and that t.heir IDOtivation to learn the concepts was

increased. Hawker C<llQIIented that the COIllputer as an adjunct to a

course with no fundamental revision to the curriculum was bound

to result in no advantage to the student.

rn other studies, Rich (1991), Shoaf-Grubbs (19921, and Army

(1992) found no difference in overall pre-calculus achievement

between experimental and control groups (as cited in Dunham and

Dick, 199'{). Giarnati (1991) found sio;;nificant differences in

favor of the cont.rol group.

Dunham and Dick (1994) claim t.hat experimental studies

attempting to measure and attribute gains in achievement. to the

presence of qraphinq technology offer us little insight. Truly

isolating the effects of tile technoloqy on the students'

achievement i.s extremely difficult to do. It i.s their belief

that research now needs to focus on and investigate things other

t.han aChievement. For example, what. a.spect.s of graphing

calculat.ors bring about improved under.standing, what role do

multiple representat.ions play in learninq mathematics with

graphing calculator.s, what paper and pencil skills tetain their

importance, can technology impede understanding, and what

accounts for the successes and failures in using graphing

calculators in learning mathematics (Dunham and Oiclc, 1994)?
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3.1. &etUllq

This study was carried. out in September and October of 1996

wit.h one class of level III student.s in St. John's. Newfoundland.

3.2 Subjecu

There was one class of 31 advanced mat.hemat.ics 3201 students

who part.icipated in t.he .scudy. 19 females and 12 male.s. The

st.udents were randomly assigned by t.he scheduling program Thesis

to either at" t.he three sect.ions offered at the schOOl- One of

these t.hree sections was the target group tOt the study and was

taught by t.he researcher. All st.udent.s assiqned to t.his

particular class 10ere required to secure parent<ll or quardian

Provision:5 were made for students not wanting t.o

participate in the study or without. the neces:!Iary permission.

They were permitted to move to one of the other two :5ections

available if their schedules permitted or to absent thelllSelves

from t.he st.udy, if not t.he class. one st.udent decided t.o chanqe

proqraal ro rhe easier level III rnathelllatics 3200 course; all

others chose t.o remain. Student.s were also advised in their
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permission letters that they were free to opt out of the study.

if not the class, anytime throughout: the unit. None did so.

Within the target group, four students had their own

graphing calculator. fifteen purchased one, and twelve borrowed

froal the class set. available at the .school.

The polynomial unit is the first of five in mathematics

3201. It comprises 20t of t.he year's work. Taking into

consideration time out. for exams during the year. ttlis unit

sh.ould have t.aken seven weeks to complete. It took eight.

During this time students received instruction relative to

the object.ives outlined in the curriculum quide est.ablished by

the Provincial Oeparooent of Eclucat.ion. These objectives were

not. necessarily done 1n sequence nor were they done wit.h the

t.extbook as t.he primary resource.

The t.arget qroup used graphing calculators, one per st.udent.,

throughout theit instruction. A manual ot thirteen graphing

calculator activit.ies, found in Appendix A, was specitically

developed for these students t.o use that paralleled many of t.he

objectives ot t.he polynomial unit.. It included a series of

t.ables, quest.ions, and writ.ing exercises that. st.udents were

required t.o cOlllplete. Each st.udent had his or her own copy of

t.he manual.

The approach taken in t.he act.ivit.ies was primarily

induct.ive. Calculat.ors were available on a daily basis and wete
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reqular~y supplied. on a sign out: basis, tor homework:

assiqnrnent:!l_

The first: several classes were spent qetting to know each

other and the mechanics or using the qraphinq calculator, such as

keying sequences necessary fOt: pJ::oper execution of the order of

operations. Activity 1 wa:5 done collectively by the researcher

and the class. Subsequent class time was spent in qroups going

through. the activities from the manual. Written work from the

manual was collected and corrected on a bi-weekly basis durinq

the eight: week: period. A few weeks into the study, an optional

Saturday class was held. Its purpose was to allow students to

ask questions. catch up, or farqe ahead.

In the interest: of time. several activities from the manual

were assigned fOt: homewock: 50 that student!! would be better

prepared to discuss their findings and to arrive at some

conclusions within the framework of a group during class tilDe.

The last of the thirteen activities was completed in the large

class setting with the guidance of the researcher. Mter the

manual was cocnpleted, all student5 were assigned one of four

appointment times to come together in a group, of no more than

six, to di5cuss and., hopefully, re50lve any concerns, problems,

or questions that might have surfaced throughout the manual or

the classes in general.

During the course of the eight weeks, individual interviews

were held and four quiz:z:es were administered. In the interviews,

questions relative to ehe roots of polynomial functions were

posee:! and discussed. Six of the thirty-one students in the class
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were se~ected to be interviewed on a weekly basis. These

selections were made based on the students' history in past

mathematics courses, their sex, and the aptitude they had

displayed thus far. Efforts we:r;:e made to select a heterogeneous

group that was dependable but also represented t.he varying

abilities present in the class. Other students were interviewed

as schedules allowed and subject teachers within the school

permitted.

All of the interviews were formal and semi-structured. They

investigated student::!' understanding of t.he roots of polynomial

functions and their ability to form links among the symbolic,

graphic, and tabular representations of functions. All were audio

or video taped.

In addition to the focus on the root15 of polynomial

functions, this study probed the attitudes of students towal:ds

learning mathematics with the graphing calculator. Two sUl:Veys

wel:e completed by all students in the target group at the

beginning and conclusion of the unit. The purpose of the two

surveys was to establish a portrait of the class in terms of

their attitudes towards the calculator before and aftel: the

polynomial unit, to determine if there had been any changes in

attitude towards its integration, and if the overall attitude was

positive or negative. The final questionnaire also attempted to

reveal students' reactions to the calculator and in what capacity

they found it to be most beneficial.

Periodically throughout the eight weeks, the class came

together with the researcher as a large group, during class time,
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to review some of t.he concepts that. had arisen in the manual t.hat.

needed to be explored and discussed algebraically and

graphically. The last. two Neeu of the eight. focused prilDarily on

building algebraic skills and using t.he calculator t.o verify

solutions achieved lMRUally and t.o show how it could be used to

min.indze unnecessary algebraic calculations. Specific exercises

frolll the course':II text and from. previous tests given by the

researcher were selected for pract.ice.

At. t.he end of the eiqht week: period. time out.side of the

regular school day was set. aside for st.udents to write a unit

t.est and respond to a written questionnaire. This arrangement

was necessary because approxilllately two hours was needed to

complete both. Student.s aqreed to write eit.her Friday evening

from 5 to 7 p.m. or Sunday IDOming from. 10:30 a.m. t.o 12:30 p.m..

Two versions of tile test were prepared. All test papers and

quest.ionnaires were collect.ed at the conclu.sion of the testing

period to protect tile integrity of the test and t.o prevent those

writing on Sunday from seeing the sorts of questions that were

asked Friday. Two student.s did not write during those t.imes and

a third version of the t.est. was administ.ered four days later.

One of t.he two still did not write at t.hat time even though slle

was advised of the plan two days in advance. Two additional times

were scheduled for this student. She did not show up for either.

She received mark ot 0 tor her unexcused absence. The analysis

and surmnary relative to the unit. t.est will be based on t.he t.hirt.y

student.s who wrote. Also, one of t.he thirty students who wrot.e

t.he unit. t.est. did not submit the questionnaire as request.ed.
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was never su.bmitted despite several requests. The analysis and

conclusion relative to the questionnaire will be based on the

twenty nine who responded.

Though the students used the graphinq calculator throughout

their lofOck on the polynOlllial unit. the study at.tempted to

i.nvestigate, in detail. only a few aspects ot the student.s'

experiences. Specifically, this study attempted to answer the

questions:

1. Does a unit of instruction which includes requlac and

frequent use ot the graphing calculator, as one element of

the instructional approach, help students develop an

understanding of the concept ot t.he roots ot polynomial

functions?

2. WhiCh representation of function, tabular, qraphic, or

algebraic do 5tudents choose to U5e and work with when

deteJ::Dlininq the root.s of a polynomial funccion? Why?

3. What: growth or developlIlent, if any, have the students

exhibited in their abllicy to make the link between the

symbolic factors of the polynomial equation and its real

roots?

4. What do students say about the integration of the graphing

calculator into their learning of mathematics that would

reveal their attitude towards this instrwnent?
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The purpose of t.his st.udy was to Investlqate Level III

Advanced Mathematics 3201 students' understanding of the root5 of

polynomial functions. theit" ability to form links among the

symbolic, graphic. and tabular representations of function, to

gain insight into the featu.res and characteristics of the

calculator that the students found lDOSt. useful. and to track

their attitudes towards this device throughout the unit: as oil

result of the inteqrated approach with the qraphinq calculator.

This chapter presents the analysis in four parts. The first

beQins in 01.2 on page 31 and explores student:s' initial and final

definitions of a root to see if there has been any progress

evident. The second part, 4.3. on page 43 qives an overview of

student performance on the final unit test and questionnaire

relative to the focus of the study on the roots of polynomial

functions. The third, on page 62 in section 4..4, presents two

student vignettes while the fourth, found in 4.5 on page 87,

describes the data as it pertains to students' attitudes towards

the calculator as elicited in the surveys, the questionnaires,

and in informal discussions.
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4.2 tlb.at u. ~t?

The concept of " root is not. a new one lor t.he students in

Mat.h 3201. The first. unit in 3201 act.ually builds upon t.boat.

which was int.roduced through quadrat.ics in t.he previous course.

Objective 3 of Unit Three from the Level II Advanced Mat.hematics

2201 course states:

Students will be expected to:

J. 9.1 Interpret the x-intercepts of the graph of the

equation y-ax2+bx+c as the roots of the equation

ar+bx+c-O.

(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador Department. of

Educat.ion Division of E>roqram Development., 1995. p. 121)

The cCJrIDentary for objective" says t.hat. students should be

constantly reminded ot the qraphical interpret.ation of the roots.

Object.ive 4 states:

Student.s 101111 be expected to:

.... 2.2 f'ind the quadratic equat.ion when the roots are given.

4.6.2 Use the discriminant t.o t.ell it an equation has two

equal real roots.

4.6.3 Use the discriminant to tell if. an equation has two

unequal real roots.

4 _6.4 Use the discriminant to tell it an equation has no

real roots.
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4.6.5 Use the discriminant to detecn1ne the number of x

intercepts ot" the graph of y-ar+bx+c.

(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador Department of

Education Division of Program Developlllent, 1995, p. 132)

These objectives reveal that students of Math 2201 have been

introduced to the concept of a root in a significant way.

Instruction, as dictated by the objectives for the course. would

have included an exposure to roots that are real and imaginary,

algebraic and graphical.

At the end of the second week of classes, att.er having done

some preliminary work witb the calculator and the first

introductory activity fran t.he lab IlJanual, the student.:!! were

asked to give a written response to a series of six questions.

These questions, included in Appendix B. did not require

mathematical solutions, but explanations as to what certain

phrases and terms meant. One of these questions asked students

to describe what was meant by the term. root and to use a diagram

to supplement their explanation if at all possible.

In general, there was considerable confusion regarding the

meaning of this term. Students did not have an adequate

understanding of roots despite their prior experience with the

concept. Seventeen of the thirty present that day were unable to

formulate any kind of coherent response. Eight: of these omitted

the question altOQether. Others said that it was the origin of

an equation. the coordinates used to plot an equation on a graph.
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when Oil number can be broken down in multiples, the basic steps

needed to overcome a problem, the beginning of an equation, th.e

beginning of Oil number that when multiplied upon another becomes

2x2-4 or 4x4-16. Others described roots as numbers which when

multiplied would give another number, the unlmown variable in an

equat.ion. or the oriqin of a number in its lowest form.

One of the coomon misinterpretations that emerged tcOllI these

responses is the students' confusion between root and square

root. This is not surprising given the fact. t.hat teachers

regularly ask for the root of a number instead of specifying the

type of root desired such as square root. However, this question

was asked 1n the context of five other questions relative to the

solving of equations in one variable.

Several ot the responses described above reveal a qeneral

confusion between the term root in a mathematical context with

that of its hOlllOnytllS which lllean source, origin, and beginning.

In addition to those responses described above, five

students defined a root to be the nWDber for x that makes the

equation true. None of these five provided a diagram, but they

did give an algebraic example of a quadratic that had been

factored and the roots presented. However, only two of these

algebraic examples correctly included zero for one side of the

equation which is necessary to actually generate the roots. Some

of these five responses described a root as:

The l( values which you solve for in an equation.

The value of x when plugged into a given equation the answer

is O.
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Another four students described a root in the same terms as

those noted aoove. but. they did not offer an example. Like the

others, they also neglected to supply a diaqraJll 33 requested..

The final group of four who answered the quest.ion adequat.ely

gave a graphical explanation of a root and :!lupplied a diagram..

Each of the four described it as the place where t.he graph

crosses the axis though one did say the y-axis and two others

qualified their answers by later includinq that x-o. None of the

four offered an algebraic interpretation.

The roots of polynomial functions was a primary focus for

the study. Asking for a written definition early in the semester

permitted the researcher to assess students' understandin; of t.he

concept as the schOOL year beqan. It also served as a basis of

comparison aqainst which to jUdqe later work..

One way in which the researcher was able to qain some

insiqht into ttle proqress. or lack thereof. relative to this

concept was a written definition completed by all students in the

tarqet qroup three weelt5 after the cOlllPletion of the polynomial

unit. Students were qiven the last ten Illinutes of a class period

to formulate a response. They were not advised in advance that

this would be expected of them. The statement presented to the

students said:

Explain. in as much detail as possible. what is meant by the

word root in mathematics.

This statement is very siroilar to the way it was worded at

the beqinninq of the unit and was deliberat.ely qeneral so as t.o
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desired.

All students in the tarqet qroup were present and qave a

wri tten response. None said they were unable to provide an

answer as eight had done previously. All, but three, supplied a

diaqram of a polynomial function with x-intercepts indicated and

labeled as the roots. The three that neqlected to include a

diaqram, did describe a root in qraphical terms as the place

where the qraph cuts. crosses. or touches t.he x-axis. Two

students included a specific example of a quadrat.ic function with

its roots listed and labeled on a qraph. All other students

answered the question in qeneral terms, wit.h some qivinq more

detail than others.

SOlOOwhere in their answer, fifteen students described the

root s}'lllbolically in terms of its equat.ion by sayinq:

A root is t.he value(sl of x in an equation t.hat make it

equal to O.

The number that makes the equation true.

This is where x will have a value and y will be O.

It is the value of x which cause5 y to equal O.

The l5olutions or answers t.o an equation.

The values of t.he factors when they are equal zero.

l5 the solution of an equation.

Nine of those in the tarqet qroup more accurately described

the place where the qraph cuts the x-axis as a ~ root.

Eiqhteen student.s included in their explanation, a cooment to the

effect that roots could be imaqinary as well as real.
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remarked t.hat: thece has to be an equal number of them. another

two said that they could be identified by the presence of the

letter i, twelve observed that they could not be visible on the

x-axis, and eiqht said that they are solutions for the alqebraic

equation that make it true. Some of the other ccmments about: a

coot were that it was synonymous with the word zero. that the

number of roots was determined by the deqree of the equation, and

was also related to the number of turns in the graph. Three

mentioned sinqie. double. and triple roots as types of real roots

and one of the three illustrated the concepts with diaqrams.

Three in the qroup also recalled. that the ceal roots could be

furt.her classified as rational or irrational, thouqh they did not

pursue the idea by describinq what either lIleant.

one student from the class included in his response a

definition of root as it pertains to the nUClleric phenomenon

square root. He did, however, also define root in graphical

terms. One interesting comment from the group was that the if

the roots could be deterlDined, then an equation for the graph

could be found.

One student revealed her difficulty with the idea that

imaginary roots cannot be represented graphically. She described

them as being located at the critical values of the polynomial

function, or where the turns occur. The only other difficulty

with the concept of root that surfaced in this activity involved

identifying the roots from the graph. one student described the

root to have the opposite sign t.o what act.ually appeared on the

graph. :or eltample, if t.he qraph intersected the It-axis at 3,
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then, accordinq to her. the root was actually -3. This

cont"u..sion resulted, in all likelihood, because of the work done

with the factors of polynOCDial functions wherein if the factOr

was Ix"')}, then the root tbat resulted from letting the factor

equal :l;ero was -). Though there was no evidence of this

confusion on t.he test three weeks previous, none of the questions

specifically depicted a polynomial graph from which the roots

would have to be listed. The close:!lt question of this sort qave

a quartic graph with two single roots and one double root that

had to be used to identify two possible equations whose graph

might look like the one supplied. The student mentioned above

answered the question correctly on the exam.

In general, the students seemed. to have acquired an adequat.e

wortinq definition for root. Most were mathematically correct

and indicated that t.hey understood the concept both in teens of

its algebraic and graphic components. Some of the responses were

quite brief and certainly could. have included lIlOce d.etail. The

vagueness of the statement and the ten minute time limit might

have contributed to this result.

4.3 Studu.t hrt'OalaQoe

In generaL results from Ute unit test. found in Appendix C,

indicated that the majority of students had achieved lOOst of the

objectives set forth in the curriculum guide. The class average
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was 78 with a median of 18.5 and a mode ot 86. The standard

deviation was 12.3. A :!It.em. and leaf plot: of the marks tor the

unit. test. can be found in Table 1 on the following paqe.

There were no restrict.ions on the use of the calculator

t.hroughout. the test.. one question in t.he second part. however,

specifically requested an algebraic :solution as opposed t.o one

derived on the calculator. Students were advised that if they

chose t.o solve one ot the problem5 in the second part. with the

graphing calculator, they had to carefully explain the steps

taken to arrive at. the answer.

'l'abl. 1

S~ aDd Leaf" Plat o~ Mara :tor~~ ODJ.t r..t.

•
•
8

, •, , 7

• , , 7

• · , •
8 • 2 ·7 1 2 2

2 • 3 1 0 0

1 2 3 . 5 , 7 8 •.....
for eiqht. week.s students had reqular acce5S to and pract.ice

with graphing calculators while exploring polynomials.

description that. follows provides some denil reqarding rheir
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pertoooance on those que.stlons relative t.o the focus of the

st.udy_

The first. quest.1on in t.he objective section ot all versions

of the test. presented a polynomial that could not. be factored

using any of the standard approaches. Students we:r:e required to

use the TABLE feature of the calculator to identify the factors

of the polynomial. Responses offered insight into st.udents'

ability to make the link between t.he symbolic (actors and its

subsequent roots_

Twenty four of the .students correctly identified all three

factors for the polynomial function while six did not get the

answer complet.ely correct. Three of these six gave the roots,

not the factors. Two gave two of t.he three correct factors and

one student either misread the TABLE or made a keying error when

entering the function.

The second part of that. question asked for t.he ordered pairs

used t.o ident.ify t.he factors. Of t.he five t.hat answered

incorrectly. the lIlOst COllmOn error was t.o reverse the ordered

pairs or to qive only two of t.he t.hree pairs required for a

correct answer. The vast. majorit.y of st.udent.s showed that they

were able to interpret t.he function writ.t.en symbolically and in

tabular form.

The fourth question or 2b asked the reader to identify the

number of imaginary roots indicated by the qiven qraph. Sixteen

students answered correctly. The major source of difficulty for

this problem seemed to be that. st.udents were unable to correctly

recall the relationship that. exists between the number of turns
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and the degree of a polynomial function which would then pe=i.t.

them t.o subt.ract: t.he number of rea~ roots from the total number

of roots. Some of the fourteen that aMwered incorrectly did not

have a clear idea as to what a single, double. ox: triple roots

looked like which in turn prevented them from subtracting the

correct number of real roots from the degree of the polynomial co

get. the number of imaginary roots. Some also appeared to think

that imaginary coots could be found at th.e critical points of ehe

graph if the turn was completely above or below the x-axis. In

general. many students exhibited confusion with this aspect of a

The sixth question on the test paper, number 4, asked the

reader what change they would make to a given quadratic function

so that it would have two real roots. This question attempted 1;:0

test students' understanclinq of what a real root Illeant

qrapbically. Twenty four answers were correct. Of the six

remaininq, the majority qave an answer that was too qeneral. Host

of the answers considered unsatisfactory made a qeneral statelllent

without givinq specifics. For example, one said he would change

the 2, without sayinq which two or what change he would make.

The variety ot responses that students were able to suqgest,

made this problem quite revealinq in terms of the students' grasp

of the concept of a real root. The researcher expected that

students would alter the constant. However, recommendations were

made to change the deqree of the polynomial. to chanqe the siqn

on the leadinq coefficient. to change the linear coefficient, or

to change the constant term. Students' responses showed clearly
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t.hat: they understood, in graph.ical terms. that a real root was

the same as an x-intercept.

The tenth question. number 8, focused on the relationship

between the discriminant of a quad.ratic equation and the number

and t.ype of root.s that. it would have. Of the ten that gave an

incorrect answer. the problem seemed to be that they did not know

that a positive number, a negative number, or a zero for the

di.scriminant revealed information about the number and type of

roots ttlat the quadratic would have. A few of the ten were not

specific enouqh. saying something like all real roots and others

had the relationship among positive. negative, and zero

discriminants confused. Ttlese students seemed to have a vaque

idea what was required but they could not recall the specifics.

One. for example said two equal real roots.

Though previous questions indicated that students, in

general, mew what a real root was, only two thirds of the class

knew the special relationship between the discriminant of a

quadratic and its roots.

In question 9, students had to supply a polynomial equation

that would have a triple root at a specit'ied number. Of the two

students who gave an incorrect response, one made a mistake when

putting the answer in polynomial form, which was not required,

and the other had the degree correct, but the wrong factor. This

question indicated that students were easily able to make the

connection between the appearance of a polynomial graph and its

algebraic equation.
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In question number U. students had to infer tbat if (x-5J

wa.s a factor. then 5 was a root. This information was in turn

used to solve tor k by substitutinq 5 into the given equation.

Th.is question, like number one, t.ested students' qrasp of the

link between symbolic factors and subsequent roots. only three

gave an incorrect respon.se while one left it blank. Those that

answered incorrectly were careless with the signs and/or

calculations and consequently ended up with the wrong value

for k.

The most connon error for nurober 13 was neglectinq to put an

exponent of 2 on the factor that represenced a double root as

indicated by t.he qiveD qraph. Among t.he other typical mistakes,

were reversing the siqns in the factors or giving specific values

to the roots labeled as -a. -b. and c. In general, however,

st.udent.s were able t.o read t.he qraph, ident.ity t.he root.s, and

qenerat.e t.he correspondinq fact.ors; further evidence of t.heir

abilit.y t.o work wit.h funct.ions expressed symbolically and

qraphically.

The final quest.ion frOlil Part A asked st.udents to describe

and explain what t.hey knew about. one of t.he root.s of a funct.ion

represent.ed by a table of values. Fourteen of t.he thirty

st.udent.s who wrot.e the t.est. did not receive full marks for t.his

quest.ion. Six of t.hese answered only half of t.he question by

neqlecting eit.her t.o explain .by or .bat t.he table revealed. One

st.udent. was unable t.o express herself coherent.ly and anot.her five

were apparent.ly complet.ely unable t.o int.erpret. what the numbers

in the table indicated about the roots of the function because
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they either left it blank or said the function would have to have

an imaginary root between 2 and J. This question indicated a

fairly COtlUlOn problUl ilIllOnq the students. Only slightly IllOte

than half of the class was able to correctly interpret. t.he

funct.ion expressed in tabular form and provide a complete and

coherent answer.

All three versions ot t.he t.est had four questions in the

second part that required detailed solutions as well as a final

answer. In general, the average mark for t.his part of the exam.

as a percent., was 81.3 for the class. indicat.ing that the

st.udent.s had a slightly greater deqree of difficulty wit.h the

first. part. of the test than the second.

Twenty three students of t.hirty wrote verSion two of the

final test. The first. question in Part B of version two asked

students to find the specific equation of a cubic function given

a double root at -4, an ordered pair on the x-axis, and an

additional point in the first quadrant. rourteen students

answered the question correctly. Six Illilde Illinor errors such as

leaving out a negative sign while finding the leading

coefficient. one student performed addition instead of

multiplication when determining the leading coeffiCient and

another wrote the factors for the double root with the wrong sign

despite the fact that the other factor was written properly. The

solutions for two different students indicated that they were

able to find all three factors for the polyn01nial, but had no

idea that they were supposed to continue and find a specific

value for the leading coefficient. All of the twenty three
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students who 10irCIte this version of the t.est. demonstrated a

knowledge of the link between roots and t.heir corresponding

factors. The same number were also able to interpret. infonoation

about the third root written in tabular (OOll and use it to

generate the third factor.

All versions of the test inclUded a quartic equat.ion written

in polynomial form, for which students had to find all the real

and/or imaginary root.s. None of the quartics were factorable by

using the standard met.hods. St.udents were expected to present an

algebraic solution.

Twenty three of the students had a perfect answer or a minor

mist.ake such as an error with signs, an incorrect use of bracket.s

in the working'S. or a lIl1st.ake in the tinal statement of the

solution that involved the absence of oil neqative sign that should

have been included. Hore 3erious problelllS included an ari~tunetic

errar in tbe synthetic divi3ion that went undetected even thouqh

the calculator should have helped the student pick up hi.s

mistake. A couple at 3tudent3 did not qo beyond findinq the

first root becau.se it did not occur to them to check to see if it

wa3 a double root. The appearance of the qraph on the calculator

should have alerted them to this fact. This, in turn prevented

them from findinq the ~wo remaininq roots that were irrational.

The final difficulty occurred because a few of the students were

unable to factor the polynomial by qroupinq once one of the roots

was identified. only two of the thirty had no idea how to

approach the problem.
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In general, a large number of students were able to take the

symbolic expression ot the function, change it to a lactored

format. and. generate the roots. This algebraic procedure was

simplified by the graphical display offered by the calculator.

The second. question that had to be done by all students was

to find the point of intersection of a cubic and a linear

function. Twenty five of t.he thirty students achieved a perfect

or near perfect. score on the question. Nine of these lost part

of one mark: becau.se they did not provide enough detail in their

solution. They neglected to de:scribe that. they had to change the

window in order to find the point of intersection where one of

the curves was tangent to the other. Students that received less

chan four out of a possible five for the question found only one

point of intersection, entered an incorrect equation into the

calculator, or made an errot recording the quotient after using

synthetic division which, in turn, resulted in an incorrect

solution for the system.

This question did not specifically reveal anything about

students' understanding of roots. It did, however, give some

indication how students prefer to solve problems if given the

opportunity to choose. There was no prescribed method for

solving this problem and all but one did so by using the graphing

calculator.

Two versions of the test required that students find two

different quartic functions given three of its four roots. This

question caused more difficulty for the students than any other.

Thirteen of the students scored 3 or better out of 4. The
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primary source of difficulty for the other students was that t.hey

were unable to correctly apply the formulas fot: the sum and

product: of the roots to tiod the quadratic with the irrational

roots or tbe imaginary roots. Two :lItudents tried to find the

quartic in one step using the formulas for the sum. and product: of

the roots and incorrectly assumed that there was no quadratic or

linear term in the polynomial. Two students qave only one

quareie in their solution while others forgot. to give the graphs

that were required. Several students lost: marks for the graphs

because they did not indicate the correct number of real roots.

This problem would have been overcome if they had changed the

window or ~oomed in on the graphs in order to see more clearly

that: some of the roots were very close together. One student

found two of the quadratics individually but did not know how to

put these quadratics t0gether to find the quanic. Three

students identified the wrong factors for the irrational roots.

They rever:sed the :signs even though they had no problem creating

the correct factors tor the rational roots.

If the roots of a polynomial are integral or simple

rationals, like 11, then students have no trouble g'eneratinq the

symbolic factors. However, if the roots are complex or

irrational then students experience more difficulty.

The first version of the test had a final question that

involved findlnq the value of the linear coefficient of a cubic

given that it had a double root. Four of the six who wrote this

test had a perfect SOlution. One of these tOOK ill trial and error

approach until he found the value of m to be 24. The others used
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the formulas for t.he sum and product of the tOOt.s to create a

system ot two unknOIol'flS that they solved by substitution. Another

took this same approach but made a minor error when she

substituted 2r tor .s instead ot -2r. The sixth student in this

group had nothing written tor this problem becalUle he had no idea

where to begin. Though he was advised he could stay tor a few

extra minutes to complete the problem, he elected to leave.

The tina I question on version three ot the te:5t asked the

reader to tind a cubic polynomial whose roots were two less than

the roots of a given polynomial. The student who wrote this

exam. correctly identified the roots ot the qiven polynomial as 

4, 2, and 2. However, when findinq the polynomial whose roots

were two less t.han these, she made an arithmetic error and said

that 2 less than -4 was 6 instead of -6.

4.3.1.1 S~ oL StudeDt.' PIarf'~

In general, the majority of students seemed to know that a

real root is an It-intercept, were able to identify the factors of

a polynomial by looking at its table of values, and were able to

modify algebraic representations of a function in order to cause

its graph to change in specific ways. They were also quite

successful creating an equation for functions having single,

dOUble, and triple roots at specified numbers. The majority were

also able to make the connection between roots and factors. This

knowledge, subsequently, permitted them to perform substitutions

and solve for missing coefficients. Answers in the second pa:::t
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of t.he unit te.st also indicated that students used the calculator

requlady tor problems requiring algebraic .solutions and

exclusively when permitted. They used the calculator for tlte

insight it oftered into some problems so that unnecessary, busy

worlc could be kept to a minimum and also to verily their

algebraic solutions.

Problem areas in the test were most evident because of the

number of students that answered incorrectly and the t.ype ot

answers pre.sented. Difficulties surfaced in the quest.ion t.hat.

asked for the number of imaginary root.s indicated by a graph.

Almost. hal! ot the class answered incorrectly which indicat.ed

that several were unable to identify the difference between the

appearance of single. double, and triple roots. Though most. did

subtract the number of real roots from the total number of roots,

they arrived at the wrong solution because they miscalculated the

number of real roots. This same question revealed some confusion

about imaginary roots and whether or not they were visible on the

graph of the polynomial at the critical points. Though this was

not a prevalent misconception throughout the class, it Illight have

been useful to use the TRACE andlor MAXIMIN features of the

calculator more regularly to show students that imaginary roots

were not represented as part of the graph as indicated by the

numben at the bottom of the i!lcreen describing the location of

the cu.tsor.

The final two questions from the first section of the test

also indicated some proble~. Even thouqh the students should

have ::ecognized the graph as a quartic, one fifth of those who
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weot.e gave a cubic polynomial for the oULSwer by leaving out. t.he

exponent. of t.wo on the binOCD.ial that represented t.he c1ou.ble root.

This error seemed to be based more on carelessness than

concept.ual confusioD. The tinal quest.ion that resulted in less

than a perfect score fot: almost. half of the class was the one

that cequiced students to interpret. a table of values. Lack. of

attention to the fact. that the question was asking for two thinqs

and the inability to coherently explain their interpretation were

the cnie! reasons that st.udent.s did poorly on this question.

Many only answered half of this question.

ror the second part of the test, students were successful in

!lnding the equation of a specific cubic, ident.ifying points of

intersection of two curves. solving for all real and imaginary

roots for a polynOlllial. and finding the lIli:uinq linear

coefficient when told that polynomial had a double root. They

were least successful with the question that required them to

find two possible quartic polynomials given two rational roots

and two irrational roots or two rational roots and tlolO imaginary

roots. In general, this question was done poorly by just over

half of the class for tlolO reasons. First of all, many were not

able to correctly apply the formulas tor the sum and product ot

the roots. Others made careless mistakes with the signs in the

factors, did not provide the two answers that were required, or

were careless with the graphs by !lot indicating the correct

number of real roots. In general, successfully finding the

symbolic foOD or a function declined as the roots become more

complex. Students worked well with functions that were
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represented symbolically, graphically. or in tabular (onn.

However, they experienced a greater deqree of difficulty if the

roots provided were non-integraL

4.3.2 ri.DaJ, Ql;Ie8t10GA&i.r8

for approximat.ely the last hour of the t.wo hour period

allotted for the unit test. all st.udents completed a

questionnaire and an attitude survey. One student of the thirty

who wrote the unit test did not submit the questionnaire.

Consequently. the analysis and conclusion will be based on the

remaining twenty nine.

The first seven questions from the questionnaire posed

specific mathemat.ical problems that did not necessarily require a

mathematical solution but. a written explanation as to how t.he

problem could be solved and how it could be verified.

The first. problem cUd not. require a mathematical solution,

but an explanation as to how a student m.19ht Check to see that

the quadratic he or she had found, had the two irrational roots

9iven in the statement of the problem.

Answers on these seven questions were cateqorized as 1, 2,

3. or 4. A 1 was a 9000 answer and for the first question and

would have to look somethinq like:

Once the quadratic equation was determined, plug' the

equation in y- and then check 2nd TABLE: and see that y-O

when x--l±.fi _ That will show that these are real roots

since they cross the x-axis_
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If 2 was assigned. then it: indicat.ed that the student bad

the riqht idea but did not provide enough detail. An answer of

this sort for the first. question would look. like:

r would graph my written solution and then 90 to CALC/ROOT

This particular student was assigned a 2 because she did not: say

what she would be Looking for and how she would know if her

solution was correct.

If a student was given a 3 for his or her answer, it meant

that. he or she had the right idea about how to do the problem but

made an algebraic error durinq the process. An error of this

sort would be somethinq like not following the order of

operations when solving an algebraic equation. Only two of the

questions, numbers 3 and 5, would warrant a ratinq of 3 because

only these two required a mathematical answer as opposed to a

written explanation.

A ratinq of 4 was reserved for those students who left the

question blank, provided an answer that was incorrect, or who

were too vaque. The following is one such example:

I would graph the equation and then analyze the graph.

Table 2, below, depicts the numbers of students whose

answers were coded as 1. 2, J, or 4. These codes were aS5iqned

to the first seven problems on the questionnaire.
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18 "fA

13 13 "fA

15 14

2. "fA

12

13 11 "fA

22 NfA

.our of t.he six students who rated a " on question 1 left it

out alt.ogether. Another gave an answer t.hat was far too general

and t.he final student had a misconception as to wtlat. an imaginary

root was. This particular student interpreted 1±.J2 as ilDaqinary

rather than irrational.

AllDost lour fift.hs of the class chose the calculator as a

means of verifying their work even thouqh it could also have been

done alqebralcally using t.he quadratic formula. They

demonst.rated that they knew how to use the calculat.or effect.ively

for a problem of this sort. As many chose the t.abular

representation of function to verify the roots as those who chose

t.o use the qraph and the ROOT proqtaTll under the CALC menu.

The second question asked students how they would kn~ for

sure it the given function had a positive real root. Thirteen

students referred, in some way, to the qraph crossinq the x-axis,
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but did not. say on what side. They rated a two. Answers of t.his

sort. read:

Because it is of an odd deqree and therefore lllU5t

intersect the x-axis at some point..

This answer indicat.ed that. they had the rig-bt idea, but were not

specific enough. Twent.y-six of the twenty-nine responses showed

that students did know that. a real root could be seen on the

graph. as an x-intercept.

The only problem evident in t.he answers lor the third

problem was that. all fourteen students either did not read the

instructions carefully enouqh. or they misinterpreted what. was

beinq asked. All fourteen neglected to actually state the point

or points of intersection even though they cUd explain,

correctly, how t.o lind them.

Twenty of twenty-nine answers for number tour were

satisfactory. Eight others explained what. t.hey would do on the

calculator but. did not say exactly what. they would be lookinq

for. For example. one said:

E:nt.er the equat.ion in the y- list.

Go back. to the homescreen and press VARS.

Go the y-vars and press 1 then 1.

E:nter y(2).

Thouqh this particular student had a clear idea as t.o how to

proceed. he did not say what he would be lookinq for when he

entered y(2). one student qave no response at all. The vast.

majority of students made t.he connection between a symbolic

factor and its corresponding root.
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The fifth question presented the greatest difficult.y of all

problems on the questionnaire. Those answers that rated a two

did so for a couple ot reasons. Most. students cOIQIlented only on

the second part ot the question saying that they would check

their answer by using the CALC/ROOT option or the TABLE feature.

Others described correctly now they would use the vertex form of

a quadratic and the calculator to find the equation, but they did

not. actually find the function as required.

Three of the students whose answers rated a three for the

fifth question made the same error. In the process of finding

the quadratic described, they incorrectly applied the order of

operations, thus arriving at the wrong value for the leading

coefficient. However, one of these students went on t.o describe

how she would verify her work while the others seemed to

recognize that that their solution was incorrect, but did not

know how to correct it.

Twelve answers for problelll five rated a four. They did so

for several reasons. There was no explanation included as

requested, the question was virtually untouched, or there was

serious algebraic errors in the presentation of the solution.

The remaining answers categorized as fours were so general in

their descriptions of how to verify the solution that they had to

be considered unsatisfactory. For example, one student described

checking the vertex using the MAX feature but said nothing about

checking the roots. Another couple of students went astray when

they used an incorrect version of the vertex form of a quadratic

function.
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Almost halt ot the class did not recoqnize tMt. sketching

t.he graph m.anua.lly and using it.s synmaet.ry would have helped them

lind the other root. There was a definite contu.sion alDOng the

student:3 as to how to u..se the tabular infot1lliltion given to sket.ch

the graph and to generate it.:s algebraic equation.

In question 6, five students of eleven were given a 2 when

they said they would sUbstitute t.he root loto the equation to

solve for lU, but they incorrectly identified the root as 2

instead of -2. However, previous problems on the questionnaire

and from the test relative to this concept were answered

correctly, indicating that this particular error resulted from

carelessness rat.her than from a conceptual misund.erstandinq.

Orlter students' answers that. rated a 2 were not specific enough

as to how they wou.ld check to see if their value of m was correct

and what they would be looking for on tbe calculator. For

eJ(ample, one studenc said:

PIlt the equation in y- and graph.

See if Chat graph has che same roocs by using the TABLE

feacure.

A better answer would have said something about looking in the

table for the point (-2,0).

The final question that required a mathematical solution was

number seven. Twenty two answers rated two. Seven rated one.

All twenty-two students had the same problem with this question.

They were not specific enough as to how they would verify their

work. They neglected to say that they would check the roots and.
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t.he v-intercept. both of which would have to be correct in order

to know that they had the only correct. answer.

All students in the target group were interviewed at lea:!lt.

once, IIlany students twice. and six stud-ent.s a total of four or

five times each. or these six, two were chosen. one male and the

other female, as subjects for the student vignettes that. follow.

For the sake of convenience they will be referred to as Hark and

Amy. All statements will be preceded by either an S or I to

denote who is speakinq, S for student and I for interviewer.

The vignettes describe the first and last interviews

conducted with these students in an attempt. to reveal what

progress, if any. ha3 been made with reqard.s to the concept. of

the roots of polynomial functions. Each vignette is followed by

a brief analysis ot the interaction between the interviewer and

the student.

4.4.1 Mu'k

Mark is a seventeen year male whose recent history, in terms

ot grades, is quite respectable in the hiqh school mathematics

courses. Ke has completed the last two courses ot ttle high school

program with a low A in each. Ke was willing to be interviewed

and did not appear to be overly nervous.
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Before Mark attempted to answer any of ttLe established

quest.ions for t.he nest interview. he was told that: he could

start anywhere alter he read aloud the proble1llS listed. Also. he

was infocned that there was no prescribed met.hod that bad to u..sed

for any of the questions. He was free to answer the questions

algebraically, numerically, on t.he calculator, or by trial and

error if he thoug-ht it might be appropriate.

The question.s were hand written and offered to the student.

1. Given the equation 13x-41y-22. what are the x and y-

int.ercepts'?

2. The polynomial equation y-x~-4x has 2, O. and -2 as its roots.

True or false. Support your answer.

3. Approximate the real roots of 6x"-19x'+10..0

He read them aloud and said he did not know wtlat to do with

t.he first. one. He decid.ec1 t.o attempt the third. Mt.et: he

explained that the question meant to find the x values, Mark

tried to factor. E'actorinq was not a" ea"y as he thouqht because

he did not know what to do after he took the x' out: of the first

A lenqthy discus.sion ensued reqardinq what an equation in

factored form would look like. Thouqh we did arrive,

induct.ively, at. a consensus that a fact.ored expression would have

t.o have series of bracket." and/or terms writ.t.en side by side wit.h
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no CClnnectiog operational symbols. Hark: realioted that he d.id not:

know how to proceed with the specific equation given.

I: What do you normally do when a method you've chosen is

causing- you difficulty?

Do something else he responded as he picked up the calculator and

entered the equation in the y"" list. Nothing came up on the

screen when he pres.sed GRAPH so he zoomed out. Aqain nothing

happened.

I: What are you qoinq to do now?

5: See if there's anything in the table that will give me

the numbers for x ... probably will have to look for y-O.

[: Why would you look: for the y to be 01

S: Because when y is 0 t.hat means that x is on the y

int.ercept.

His use ot qrapMnq terminology was contused so we spent

several minutes talldnq about a better way to describe SOllIe of

the critical features of a graph. We tried to clarify root. x

intercept, y int.ercept., and axis_

Mark cont.inued using t.he TABLE feat.ure but. t.he numbers in

t.he second colwnn got. progressively larger in t.he negat.ive

direction as he kept. his finger on t.he down cursor. He briefly

sugge.:!lt.ed t.hat. maybe t.he ZERO feat.ure or t.he TRACE feature would

be more helpful. Aft.er .:!lome t.hought., however. he said t.hat. he

would need t.o see t.he graph first. in order for t.hese features t.o

be effect.ive. Th15 had been t.he problem all along. he could not.

qet. t.he graph t.o appear on t.he screen because he did not. know how

t.o alt.er t.he viewing window or even t.hat. he should. His next.
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choice was to use Tblset. which allows the user to control the

independent variable in the TABLE. However. because he could not:.

see the graph l1e had no idea what value t.o enter. He was

stumped.

Unable to proceed with this problem, I suggested we try

number two. Laying down the calculator, he picked up his pen.

He said:

s: Well this one when y--x3_4x: has roots 2, 0, and -2. I can

put in those roots for x and see if it equals 0 on the y

side.

I: Good. Go ahead.

His work confirmed what he suggest.ed when t.he first two

values satisfied the equation. Re had some trouble with the

negat.ive sign in the last example so we discussed the difference

between _22 and t_2}2.

I: Any idea how you might do this problem on the calculat.or?

As he entered the function in tne y- list, he described a

root as where the graph crosses the y intercept.

I: You keep saying that. _ where the graph crOl5se.:5 the y

intercept.

S: where the graph crosses the x intercept

I: crosses the ...

5: x axis

I: The place or point is called the x intercept but your

graph crosses the x axis .. say it again.

s: 50 a root is where the graph crosses the x axis.
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The same problem that caused Ma.rk to abandon the third

problem recurred. He saw only one of the three roots on t.he

screen. He decided t.o use TABLE again and was able t.o describe

the numbers in the list as all the points on t:he graph. lie spent

several minutes discussing flow to qet the numbers in the TABLE

that we wanted by using the Tblset feature. Eventually, lle qat

t.he three values 2. 0, and -2 to show 0 for the y coordinate by

setting -2 to be the init.ial value and t.he increment t.o be 2.

However, he stlll was not: able to get: the graph t.o show

these three roots so he decided to try the TRACE feature. I

needed to tell him t.o k.eep his finger down on the cursor button.

The graph slowly panned to the left 50 he was able to see that

the graph eventually intersected the x axis in t.hree places.

But, because the cursor did not land directly on the x axis, as

indicated by the coordinates at the bottom ot the screen, Mark

decided to use the ZERO proqram. under the CALC menu to find the

All three were confirmed.

I: What did you learn about the qraph when it took you so

lonq to find these roots?

S: I don't Iulow ... that it didn't all fit on the screen?

I: That's a qood way to describe it. It didn't all fit on

the same screen.

After some promptinq, quidance, and exploration, Hark said

that he would put the calculator back on the standard screen.

After doinq .so, he was able to qet a qlobal imaqe ot the

function. Asked what he had learned throllqh this exercise, he was
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noc quite able to articulate the importance of controlling the

viewing window for different functions.

I; Now bavinq done number 2, any idea bow you lIlig-ht do

number 31

The quick response was no.

When asked. aqain wbat a root was. Mark said it's the value

for x. Asked tor another interpretation, he said the l(

intercept.

I: What ls the difference between question 2 and question )1

S: That one gave you the roots.

I: Right. This one gave you the roots. This one said you

find them. What are you going to do with number 31

5: Put it back in yo- •• and .. it probably wasn't. in st.andard

before.

Hark seemed to realize that the source of his difficulties

before might have been the numbers used in the viewing windOW.

The interview concluded with a brief explanation of how illlPOrtant

controlling the window is when looking at the qraph of a function

so as to get a better idea of how it looks qlobally. Due to time

constraints, question 1 wasn't addressed.

4.4.1.2 rUth 111~:iAlw

The fifth interview had four questions:

1. Tell IIIe as m.uch as you can (as much as possible) about the

roots of polynomial functions. Be as specific as possible.
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2. Is it possible for a polynomial function to bave no rational

roots, but still cross the x axis? Does

y-,r+r-3 have any rational roots? How can you tell?

3. There is one thinq tl::Lat the system. in red, has in COllIlIOR with

the qreeR cubic. Tell me what it. is.

Red (---}

Green £-)

4. How many roots does y--3x2+Sx+7 have? How do you know? What

are the roots? Name a second quadratic with the same roots.

The interview beqan with Hark reading aloud the first

problem. He was asked to recall everything he could about rOOtS

by thinking back over the classes and labs that he had complet.ed

throughout the unit. I recorded his responses.

5: They're t.he parts on the graph that cut the x axis.

s: That means the y equals O.

5: The highest. deqree of the polynomial, let's say 3, means

there are 3 roots.

the .shape of the graph of a parabola has two root:5.

5: A straight line or a diagonal line 1:5 one root.

s: Like an :5, three roots.

s: Three root:5 means two turns ... Or however many roots

there are, there is one 1e8:5 turn.

S: There are real root:5 and imaginary roots.
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I: Can you tell me anything about eit.her cat.egory or both

cat.egories?

5: Real root.s are actually on the x a.xis.

s: And imaginary. t.hey don't.

I: Then what: are they?

5: 1Jm •• well they're negat.ive nlJlllbers. well not really

negative numbers but _

I: How do you identify imaginary numbers? How do you Icnow

if that'S an imaginary number or not?

s: Well let's say there are three roots and it cuts the K

axis in one spot like a straiqb.t. line. then there two

other roots so they're i.maqinary.

I: SO you're talking about something a cubic that would look.

:!JOllIet.hing like this?

5: 'teah.

r: So I Know there is one real root. and two imaginary root.s

but what exactly are imaginary roots?

$: fake numbers sort of

I: It has to h.ave what in it for me to say, ye", that's an

imagincu:y number?

s: i.

This dialogue was followed with an explanation tor several

minutes. by the interviewer to Mark, about what an imaqinary root

represented. The equation x2+1_0 was examined alqebraically and

qraphically in an att.empt to explain what the solutions ±i

represent.ed.
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The dialogue then reverted back to lookinq for more details

about. roots.

5: Imaginary roots have t.o bave an even degree ... there can't

just be one or three .. there bas to be two or _

I: Do you lenow why there has to be even nWDber?

S: Becau:lIe of the plus and minus.

A brief explanation followed about the consequence:!! of

systematically !indinq the roots of a polynomial until the final

quotient was a quadratic. The quadratic formula would then be

applied to yield two imaginary roots, never one or three. The

student's facial expression and sUbtle COlIIlIent.s indicat.ed that he

seemed to be followinq the explanation.

Atter a brief recap of some of ehe points mentioned about

roots thus far, I asked for additional ideas. Karle: responded

after a lenqthy pause.

S: Neqat.ive b over a is the product, no SUlQ of the roots.

1: If you remember that one, you must remember the other

s: C over a

I: You're the first one to remember these formulas so far.

There's one other little stipulation about this one.

S: c is not alway:!! c if there's about ten numbers, then c

will be the last number.

I: OK. There's something else about the degree ... if the

deqree 1:!! even ... ? What about if it's odd.?

S: It's ne9ative.
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else about roots. I responded by asking if there were different

types of real roots. After a considerable paU$e the student sa.id

he did not know. I suqqested to him that he moht look over

activity number twelve that night. Re responded by saying that

he 9Uessed that the answer J was looking for was yes.

In an attempt to draw more information from the student and

to see if he was familiar with certain other aspects of real

roots, I drew a diagram and asked Mark to describe the three

types of real roots illustrated. He responded correctly by

reterring to each intercept as either a single, double, or triple

root. Successful with the graph, Mark was asked if he could tell

what kind of real roots might be indicated from an equation.

Again his answers indicat.ed that. be was able to identity single,

double. and triple roots in an equation based on the degree of

the factor.

The third question ot the interview asked Hark to identify

what the system had in cOlmlOn with a cubic. He st.udied the

diagram for eight seconds then said

s: The point of intersection is the same as the roots.

I: What part of the point of intersection?

5: The x.

I: Right. The ys are certainly not the same, are they

because the ys are ..

S: That would be -), or whatever, and that would be O.

I: So, the x coordinate here is the same as ?

S: The root.
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Mark bad no proble!113 with this question 50 we lIlOved onto the

next:. Asked how many roots the function in number 4, had, his

quick response wa.s two because its highest degree was a 2. He

then had to lind the roots. Be iJrtnediately picked up the

calculator, entered the function in the y- list. and went to the

TABLE.

I: You went to the TABLE CiCllt. It wasn't helping?

s: No. It waso't showing 0 in the y side.

I: You do know that you can get it, don't: you? How can you

get it?

5: Tblset, but that's toe much trouble. It.'s just as well

to go to ZERO.

He read off both answers using the ZERO feature. Though he

was able to de:5cribe the root.s received as real, he did not

recall that they could be rational or irrational. He smiled and

said that he was supposed to find that. out for hOl:lework that.

night:.

The fina~ part of the question asked him for a second

quadratic with the same roots. Usinq the diqits that the

calculator yielded and roundinq them off, he formed a new

quadrat.ic, in factored fOrlft. A brief discussion followed about

t.he possibilit.y of findinq a second quadratic usinq t.he oriqinal

funct.ion in polynomial fOrlft. He needed to be prompted into

sayinq that. all terms would have to be divided or mult.iplied by

the same value instead of just the leadinq t.erm. The interview

t.hen concluded with a reminder to review activity twelve t.o

determine t.he different. types of real roots.
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4.4.1.3 AAaly81.

The earlier interview with Mark revealed three things _ The

first: was that: the link. between the symbolic and qraphlcal

representations ot function was tenuous at best. His thinking

about roots was in symbolic tenns _ He described finding a root

algebraically when he said it. means finding the x values.

However, three weeks previous he had described the root as the

origin of an equation, so there had been some progress in this

regard. Later in the same interview he repeated this definition

during the last question attempted. He said that a root was the

value for x. His perception ot a root in these a.J.qebraic terms

was also emphasired twice IllOre when he chose to substitute the

values -2, 0, and 2 into the function to see if it yielded a reta

for the y and when his first effort to approximate the real roots

for the third question was to try factorinq. He did not seem to

know why this was appropriate, only that it was sOlllethinq he was

used to doing.

Even though Mark. had a cal.culator at his clisposal for this

interview, his first inclination was to solve the problems

presented by algebraic means. However, when he did decide to use

this device, or it was suqqested to him, he was uncertain about

some of its features. At this point in the study he had had

access to a calculator, duting class time, for five weeks.

had to use it to complete the tables in the manual and to answer

some of the questions t.hat followed. Despit.e this, he had
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in SOllle kind of identifiable form. He bad little idea bow to

control ttte viewing window and wbat features be should use when.

Mark's seeminq indifference to the calculator and his lack

of fluidity wben using it, suggest that it takes a considerable

period. of time tor him to use it efficiently and effectively_

The third revelation that emerqed from this interview

concerned the student's use of the lanquage. He had difficulty

articulating what a factored expression would look like and

struggled with his definition of a real root throuqhout the

interview. This was not a surprise qiven the fact that the

physical and pedagogical structure of IOOst roath classes

encouraqes exchange primarily between teacher and student. There

is little opportunity for language development.

The last interview conducted with Mark indicated that he had

made progress in terms of his ability to connect the synlbolic,

graphical, and tabular representations of function. His initial

comment about roots was that it was the parts of a graph that cut

the x axis which also means that the y has to be O. Later he

described real roots as actually being on the x axis while

imaginary roots were not. He was also able to identify single,

double, and triple roots from a particular equation and could

qenerate a second quadratic, in factored form, that would have

the same roots as that which was given. FUrthermore, when using

the calculator he illmediately accessed the TABLE: feature to look

for the number 0 in the y column. He was able to work with
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functions in symbolic (Oml, in graphical form, and as from a

table of values.

f1is use of the calculator was efficient and fluid. He was

able t.o decide quickly wl'tat method t.o Wle for different quest.ions

and was able to adjust bimself accordingly when a particular

approach wasn't suitable. This was evident when tte had t.o find

the roots for the quadratic and chose to use TABLE. but quicltly

decided against it when 0 did not appear in the second column.

Without hesitation he claimed that the Tbl:!;et. feature was too

t.roublesome to use and ilIlllediately computed the roots using the

CALC/ZERO proqram.

He was slightly behind where he should have been in terms of

his ability to categorize real roots as rational. or irrat.ional.

He also did not have a clear understanding about imaginary root5,

how they are represented, and what. role they played

alqebraically. However, his use t.he lanqu.aqe or t.erminol09Y had

improved, his ans_rs _re said less like quescions, and his

responses were less hesit.ant.. Hark had an air of confidence

about. him, seemed comfortable wit.h t.he quest.ions asked, and

realized t.hat. he needed more work wit.h a few of t.h.e concept.s.

4.4.2 '-:I

Amy is a seventeen year old female with a friendly

disposition and a relatively stronq backqround in mat.h in t.erms

of qrades: she finished the previous t.wo courses wich. a low

eiqht.y in each. She was quite wi11inq to be interviewed and was
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enjoyable to work with. She wa.s enthusiastic and had a habit of

saying ob. yeah when something became apparent to her. She

relaxed early into the interview and appeared to forgoer she was

being recorded.

Following the preliminary preamble of getting to know

something about her educational background, her friends at

school, and a little about her family. the interview began.

Mter reading aloud the three prepared questions, she was told

that the problems could be done in any manner and in any

sequence. With a .sliqht hesitation she choose the third.

Shortly aft.erwa~ she picked up the calculator and said that she

did not know how to do it on paper because the numbers were too

large. We discussed. the relationship between the deqree of a

polynomial and the number of roots. When Amy realhed that the

problem had eight roots, she laughingly said chat she did noe

Chink she should begin with this problem afeer all. [convinced

her co persevere so she picked up the calculator again, entered

the equaeion in y-, and graphed the funceion. The appearance of

the graph was jumbled together. I asked her if she could change

the screen in some way so she decided to zoom oue but found ehae

it wene tighter toqether. Zooming in aqain brought her bClck to

where she started. She concluded that zoominq in would not help

so [ encouraged her to do so once more. Though she was saeisfied

with the graph, she was disappoineed noe to see any zeros in ehe
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Y column when she accessed. the TABLE f"eatlUe. She wasn't sure how

to proceed. She a3ked it" it was OK to try something- else like

TRACE and found one root to be around .904. She said:

that's the closest because it jumps

We discussed characteristics of graphs that were nearly vertical

around the root and how very small changes in the x produced

large changes in the y. Goinq back to the TABLE, Amy learned.

throuqh guided discovery over the course ot several minutes, how

to control the values displayed by using Tblset. Entering the

init.ial value she found usinq the TRACE option, and changing the

increment to smaller values to allow better approximations for

the root. she arrived at a correct answer. She seemed excited by

her discovery and repeated the process until a second root was

found around 1.259.

s: Do we have to keep going and get eight of these'?

r: How many times does it cross the x axis?

5: r think it was 4 on the graph.

r: OK. 50 what does that mean to you'?

5: That there'd be four roots.

r: Four

5: Four real roots.

Reference to the morning class that day and our discussions

about different types of roots, helped her to remember that there

could also be imaqinary roots. We discussed how one miqht tell

from the qrapn of an equation like the one entered, how many real

and imaginary roots there would be. Since she had already
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located and identified two of the real roots, it was decided not

to continue with this problem.

Anly chose to try number 2 next. She picked up the pencil

and said:

5: rill just gonna try it.

Changing the f (x) to l.ero. she was unable to explain why.

s: But it's just how I know how to do it.

I: Why did you let that y-O?

S: Because the y-O where the x ... where the line cuts the x

axis OK, so now I understand. Now I'm gonoa factor it.

SO X 50 this one is working out. So it's true.

Her factors indicated that the roots are 2, 0, and -2 so she

concluded that statement was true. However, apparently she did

not understand before why the y was equal to O.

MOving onto the third problem, lI1rJ.y seemed confused.

s: I forget how to put that equation together. It's like x

and y have to be on different sides.

I: Why?

5: Because that',s like you say y-... because they're.

don't know how to explain. I don't know what to do here.

I know like once I have the equation, to find the x

intercepts you let Y"'"O and to find y, you let x"O.

50 ... 1 don't know what to do.

I: But, haven't you jU:lt described what to do?

s: Yeah. Can you do this equation like it is without having

to change it around?

Why don't you try it and see what happens?
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Halting-Iy, Amy described what she was doinq and eventually found

the x and y intercepts. When .:she was finished and satisfied with

her answer, I asked her if she would be able to do it on the

calculator.

s: Well by the y is 41y and I don't know how to do it.

Unless you change it around and get rid of H by

dividing it on that side and then t.he other side by 41

She continued until the equation was in y- form. Running out: or

t.ime, r asked her to just explain what she would now do with the

calculator.

5: Then I'd qraph it just to look. at it. and then ... then you

might see by lookinq at the qtaph where it. intersect.s.

I: What about it its not go1n9 to be an inteqer? What are

you 90109 to do?

s: Uta. SO this is a line so it only intersects once .. :50 you

could do it. che other way like TRACE or one of t.he other

lllethods.

I; So it you're using TRACE, where would you stop?

5: on the point where it intersects the y axis and then you

could find that point where it intersects the x axis.

I: Should that qive you the same answers?

S; I would say.

She wasn't convinced. The interview concluded at that point

because another student was waiting.
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4.4.2.2 ruth rD~

Amy was int.erviewed four other t.imes, the last. one being'

twenty six days after the one d.escribed in the preceding section.

The questions asked were the same as those noted in the fifth

interview for Mark..

Slowly and confidently, Amy described some of the features

that she could recall about. roots. All cOll1llenes were recorded:

5: Roots are the points where the qraph. intersects the x

axis.

5: The number of roots you can tell by loolcinq at the

highest deqree.

S: They are the zeroes of the tactors.

t: You're tellinq me then how you can find a root?

5: Yeah.

s: When there's a d.oUble root it looks like a parabola.

I: So, does that: Illean that the whole graph 1s a parabola?

5: No. That. at. a certain point, it it's a double root, it

looks like a parabola. but it could go on and cut again.

Amy then drew a diaQram to illu~trate what certain type~ of

root~ looked like. She drew a single root and a triple root.

She had already de~cribed a double root.

S: I can't really remember anything el~e except: how to find

them.

I: OK. So, how do you find them?

5: You could factor your equation or you could use the

quadrat.ic fOr1llula.
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The discussion then branched into different types of

lactoring that might be used to solve an equation. Amy was able

to recall grouping. cOllIIlOn factor, and difference of squares. She

needed to be reminded about the trinomial method and the rational

roots theorem. as other possible ways to find linear factors.

t.he process of recalling these methods of factoring, :!Ihe

mentioned the calculator as a way of tindinq the roots of a

polynomial. The TRACE:, TABLE, and CALC/ROOT features were the

three methods on the calculator that 3he listed.

When Allly was unable to recall anything else about roots, I

3uqqested to her that she read down through the list of questions

for the interview. Th.is helped her to recall that. there could be

real or i.Jnaqinary roots. When asked if there were different

types of real roots, she responded by saying rational roots. Some

prompting did elicit irrational as well. However, there was a

certain degree of uncertainty about how to identify whether real

roots were rational or irrational. For example, when asked if it

was possible lor a polynomial to have no rational roots but still

cross the x axis, she said:

S: I think. it would be because it's still just a number.

I'm not sure but I figure it: could just cut at any point.

I: We just talked about different categories of roots.

There are only two types. They are either ... ?

S: Real or imaginary.

I: Right:. What's real?

S: Where it: cuts t:he x axis.
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I: Riqht.. Now where it cuts is either this type or that.

type. Which of two types doe!!! it have to be'?

5: Rational or irrational.

We then went back to re-read question number two. Amy

paused for several seconds before she said that if it did not

have rational roots, it could still bave irrational roots.

We finished the interview by discussing- the function qiveQ

in the .second question and whether or not it had any rational

roots. Amy thouqht that she would look at. the calculator first to

answer the question. The answers, found by using- the CALC/ROOT,

appeared to be irrational acco:r<1inq to her because there was no

repeating pattern. I then felt it. necessary t.o review the

rational roots theorem with her to verify the tact that the

function in number 2 did not. have any rational root.s. She needed

to be reminded that. a way to show, algebraically, that a funct.ion

did not. have any rat.ional root.s, was t.o show t.hat. none of t.he

possible rat.ional root.s resulted in a ~inder of 0 using

synthetic division or the remainder t.heorem..

once again, because of time constraints, we did not have t.he

opportunit.y t.o complet.e all of t.he questions.

4 .... 2.3 Ma1.ya18

In the first interview Amy was awkward wit.h the mechanics of

using t.he calculat.or. When t.he first qraph she entered did not

produce a satisfact.ory qraph, she needed t.o be prompted to change

the screen. Also, when she zoomed out and then back in again,
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she found her:selt back where she started and conclUded that.

~OOlIlinq in wou.ld not help change the appearance ot the graph. r

needed to suggest. that. she zoom in again a second ti.lDe. Also,

later in the ineerview when the TABLE feature did not produce a

zero in the second column, she was unaware ot the role of Tblset

and i.anediately decided. to try an alte.r:nate lllethod. Finally, she

did. not attempt to use the CALC/ROOT option at: any time, though

it might have been more efficient for some ot the problelllS.

Twice during the interview, PlIny demonstrated a lack of

understanding about the connection between the Ijlraphical and

!!Iymbollc expressions ot an equation. For example. when trying to

prove or disprove the second statement, she picked up her pencil,

changed the f(xl to 0 and started to factor. She was unable to

explain why flxl was equal to 0 and why factorinq would work.

She said, but. it.' s just how I know how to do it.. Her efforts t.o

answer t.he quest.ions presentecl to her seemed t.o be based IllOre on

t.he Illet.hods she had been tauqht t.o use in the past tban on an

underst.andinq of what each quest.ion was lookinq for. liowever,

when questioned, she did st.op and think about it. Some

connection seemed to be formed as she tried to articulate her

answer. She exclaimed, OK, so now r understand.

She may have experienced an insightful moment. for the

quest.ion referred to above but the same tenuous link between the

symbolic and qraphical expressions of an equation resurfaced

aqain. Amy recited that in order t.o find the x int.ercept, you

let. t.he y-O and to find t.he y int.ercept.. you let t.he x-O.

However, because the linear equation was in standard form and nor
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slope y intercept !OCll, she did not know what to do. I reminded

her that she had al.ready described what needed to be done. She

seemed to be operating' lDOre from memory and previous experience

than from a qraphical under.standing ot what she was beinq asked

t.o find.

The researchers' impression that 1\rJJ.y had tended to develop

answecs based on memory rather than an understandinq of the

graphical dimen.sion was justified in the final questionnaire.

She said of herself:

I know what is qoinq on rather tnan just memorizinq thing'S.

As noted about Hark, Amy also had problems expressing

herself. Rowever. it was not so llIUch that. her use of the

lanquaqe was contused, but that she seemed unable to articulate

what she was thinkinq. Several tilDe5 during the interview she

said I doo't know how to explain it or I don't know what to do.

She was attemptinq to recall thinqs that she had learned how to

do in the past. Because she had not understood the qraphical

implications ot the procedures she had learned, she had

difficulty explaininq what was asked in the questions. Writinq

solutions on paper was comfortable. Explaininq them was not:.

However, one ot the discussions did appear to help her understand

why she was lettinq the y - 0 when she was solvinq equations.

The fifth interview indicated that Amy was fairly proficient

in her ability to describe some of the important teatures of the

roots of polynomial functions. Early in the intetview Amy

demonstrated that she was able to interpret roots in qrapnical

and alqebraic terms. She described roots as points on the x axis
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where the graph intersects the l( axis ilnd as the zeroe.s of t.he

fact.ors of the equation. In addit.ion to finding the root.5 by

factoring, she recal.led that they could also be found on the

calculator by eit.her of t.he three methods TRACE, CALC/ROOT, or

TABLE. Her couments about single, double, and t.riple roots were

graphical rather than symbolic.

Some confusion eJlIerqed when Amy tried to classify different

types of roots. The lluggestion that she read through the

question paper helped her to recall, quick:ly, t.hat roots could be

real or imaginary. She did not elaborate about wnat imaginary

roots meant algebraically or graphically. The only type of real

root t.hat she was able to name. when asked, was rational.

hesitation during t.his part of the interview st.eamed from her

lack of understanding that real roots had to be either rational

or irrational. Her response to the question "Can a polynomial

have no rational roots, but still cross the x axis?'" was hesitant

and uncertain. She slowly responded, "I thi.nk it would be

because it'S still just a number. I'm not sure but I fiqure it

could just cut at any number.'" Due to her lack of confidence

with the concept or rational and irrational roots, it seemed

appropriate ro conclude the interview with further discussion and

written work relative to showinq that the polynomial in question

two did not have any rational roots but that it did have an

irrational one.
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At the beginning of the polynOlllial unit. all student:!!

completed a survey. The survey can be found in Appendix D. The

intention was to reveal students' background experience with

scientific and graphing calculators. It also attempted to assess

initial feelings and percept.ions regarding mathematics and the

potential use of graphinq calculators during the instruction,

horne practice, and testing phases of the learning experience.

OVerall, the results indicated a fairly enthusiast.ic group

who had had little exposure to the graphing calculator.

experienced slight apprehension about its implementation, and

felt. !Somewhat positive about its use in Cia:55, at. home, and for

testing purposes. The responses to questions relative to the

aforementioned were not unanilllOus but they were posicive, a~beic

guardedly so. A little over cwo thirds of the class felt that

they had a good idea as to what mathematics was all abouc,

enjoyed the subject, and felt that the use of the calculator

should not be restricted. Most of the others were uncertain of,

rather than negative towards these assertions.

A second group of statements on the survey were more

specific about the potential benefits of the graphing calculator.

Responses to these statements, however, were not as strongly

positive. Approximately half of the class felt that the

calculator would enhance their understanding and help them become
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llIOre successful in t.he polynOlll.ial unit. The same nUlltber felt:

that it could be used to verify their algebraic solutions and

that mathematical problem" could be done interchangeably on the

calculator and by hand. Host. of the remaining students were

uncertain about the validity of such statements while only a few

claimed that. the calculator would not prove to be a useful

a.1ternative that would help thePl understand the concepts bet.ter.

The reservation towards the calculator that emerged in these

questions IIliqhr be part.ly exploilined by the tact that 50 few had

had any elCperience with or exposure to this device.

Student att.itudes we:r;:e also assessed in the second part of

the final que:5tionnaire. Six questions attempted to qauqe their

overall reactions to the calculator, what features, if any,

proved to be most useful, what effect it had on their confidence,

and if they would like to continue u:!!inq the calculator in the

future.

Ouring the cour:!!e of the polynomial unit, the cIa:!!:!! u:!!ed the

qraphinq calculators daily. It was, however, used in a very

lilnited capacity in r:elation to its tota~ capabilities.

Asked what features helped them to learn about the graphing

calculator. the students were overwhelmingly positive. Many said

they appreciated the graphing utility and the opportunity it

afforded them to just see the function and to observe how the

function behaved and was affected by its deqree. one insightful

student commented that the calCUlator helped him to understand

that a qraph is just a ser:ies of points while anotner said that

the calculator helped her under:stand the shapes of functions.
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one ot the lllOst popular feature of the calculator aJllOng' ehe

students was the CALC menu with its lDany options. Nearly all

students described the root option as a convenient, quick. and

easy feature to use. Several re!Darked that it a~5o helped t.heJll

to better understand the concept. of a root and that. seeing the

intercept.s and intersections was beneficial. E'our student.s

mentioned the ZOOM capabilities, saying that it qave thelll a

better idea about the appearance ot. double and triple roots.

For example, one person said:

What appears to be a double root may actually be two

Other coaments included:

Z~ provides more detail.

ZQC»oI allowed lP8 to see thinqs that I lllay have passed over.

ZClCM lets me see points of tangency.

Three student.s said ttlat they liked the ability of the

calculator to TRACE along' the curve and one, in particular said:

It. showed IDe t.hat a qraph cont.inues on and on and doesn't.

st.op at. a point..

The ot.her feat.ure of t.he TI-82 t.hat IIlany st.udent.s found

functional and versatile was TABLE.

I can see where the root.s are because t.he y-O.

In qeneral, students said that. TABLE was fast, easy, and helped

them to learn and underst.and about roots.

A few of the random, but interestinq cormnents made by the

students include:

More exploration is possible.



I get a better lIlIllntal picture of how to do different

thinqs.

I can check Illy answers in lIIOre than one way.

The calculator helped me understand why the algebraic work

raade sense.

The only cOlllllents raade that might be interpreted as somewhat

neqative were;

It didn't helped me learn but saved me time and helped me

check my work.

aod

I didn't like having to adjust the viewing window because it

was time conslJlD.i.ng.

At the beg-inninq of the unit. a few students expressed a

concern that they would becocne overly reliant on the calculator

and not be able to solve problems alqebraically. The ninth

question of the final questionnaire addressed this concern and

asked students to respond accordinqly in liqht of their own

experience.

Judging from the responses received, lllOst fears were

alleviated throuqhout the course of the unit. The vast majority

of students were quite positive about the role the calculator had

played in their learninq. Seven of the twenty nine students who

completed the questionnaire were positive about the calculator.

but qualified their responses. Twenty one offered only positive

conments and one in the tarqet qroup said that it had impeded his

understandinq because it did not help him understand factoring.
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Several students testified to the benefits of the calculator

by saying that first they felt: they would fall behind other

classes but now felt they understood the algebra better.

Students said:

The calculator helped because without it I would not have

been able to see every function that I dealt with and

WQuldn't have the same complete understanding of polynomial

functions ... it saves me a lot of busy work.

It helps me understand aspects of polynomial functions like

shape, 51%e, and direction.

At first I was dependent on the calculator, but now I can do

most things both ways.. it gave me another way to solve

problems and a way to check my work easily.

Several said that the calculator enhanced their

unde:::standing of zeroes and points of intersection. They liked

the way it enabled them to check their work and they felt that

they were able to work things out on paper as well as before.

One student in particular concurred with much of this assessment

and added:

It gives me a faster way to explore the effects of certain

things on polynomials.

four other supporters stated:

With the calculator I can see the graph, its roots, and

.. I know if answers are correct and I don't need to

second guess my work if the calculator backs it up.
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It helped the speed at which r was able to learn because I

was able to do more practice in the same amount of time.

Students who qualified their answers said things like:

It helped me underst.and polynomial functions, but I don't

feel as confident in my own ability to solve prOblems.

I don't think tll.at it had. much effect on whether or not I

understand polynomial functions but it did corne in handy

when working out and checking some equations.

It helped me after I was shown how to work: it. out. on paper.

Many of the students in the target group were united in

their reactions to the calculator as a valuable tool due to the

fact that it provided a quick and efficient way to do many

problems related to polynomials. Most of all, it enabled them to

feel more secure about their own work because much of it could be

verified on the calculator. Many of these reactions were

confirmed in two other question::5.

Asked if they would like to continue to use the calculator

in later units of the 3201 course, the answer was a resounding

yes _ Even the student throughout the study who was IllOst reticent

about using the calculator felt she would like to continue having

one available to her. She did, however, think that it should not

be used as much and that it would be more beneficial after a

concept was taught to use as a shortcut or as a check. One other
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.s~udent was not sure and reported that she was forgetting how to

do things algebraically.

Aqain and again students remarked t.hat: the calculator was a

t.remendous boost. to their conLldence, that they were more likely

t.o check their work. and were les5 likely to mak.e silly mist.akes.

The last it.em. on the questionnaire was not. one that. students

had to respond to. Rather it provided those interested a forum

for their own concluding- comnent5. The cesponses wece varied.

The fact that the calculator had been a positive influence

was evident by COllll1ents referring to the calculator as fast.

easy. and more interesting that just algebra. Among those who

responded t.o this question and felt nervous and confused about

the experience at. first., said that. things balanced out in the

end. Others felt that the calculator allowed them to understand

rather than just memorize and that it was possible to get a

better perspective of how functions look instead of just seeing

it as a bunch of numbers and letters. Other interesting and

exciting reactions referred to the calculator as a great tool for

visualizing that allowed more interaction between classmates and

one that should be beneficial for university.

One student did cOlllllent that too much time had been spent on

the calculator and not enough on the course while another

suggested that more examples from the text should have been done.

The last activity required for all students in the target

group was to complete an attitude survey. Results from the

survey, essentially, reiterated that which was said in the

questionnaire. All students, except one. were more confident in
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their mathematics when they had the graphing calculator. The

dissenter from the group did not disagree, but was uncertain.

Four were unsure or did not find the calculator to be motivating

or interesting and the same number felt uncertain or in agreement

that the calculator had actually decreased their interest in

matnematics. The vast majority said that the calculator and

manual were easy to use and that the graphical and algebraic

analysis helped them to understand the underlying mathematical

ideas being studied. The concluding statements in tne

questionnaire suggest that many found the calculator to be an

ideal tool for exploration that could be used to verify their

work and that they would recOlm\end to a friend. Three felt that

they may be able to make suggestions for changes to the lab

manual that would make it clearer for future students to use.
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In this chapter a summary of the study and discussion of the

findings arB presented. Implications of the study for

instruction are discussed and recommendations for future research

are included.

S.lS~

Many of today's workplaces are struggling to make the

transition from a top down operational and managerial style to a

team based approach that involves its employees in the decision

making process. Schools have a responsibility to better prepare

their clients to occupy these positions. Students need to learn

how to learn, to question, to explore. to make sense of their

findings, to communicate, and to work within a group structure.

The graphing calculator can playa small role in helping to

create an environment that encourages and promotes these types of

activities.

This descriptive study was designed to investigate Level III

Advanced Mathematics 3201 students' conceptual understanding of

the roots of polynomial functions as a consequence of an

integrated approach to the unit with the TI-82 graphing

calculator. Thirty one students participated in the study. Data
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were collected through interviews, specific writing activities, a

unit test, two surveys, and a final questionnaire.

following the completion of the data collection phase of the

study. the taped interviews were reviewed and the unit test,

writing activities, and final questionnaire were analyzed 1:0

determine students' understanding of the roots of polynomial

functions. Information relative to their facility with graphic,

symbolic, and tabular representations of function, as exhibited

by their use of the calculator. and their attitude towards this

device was sought.

The general purpose of thi:5 study was two-fold. The first

was to find answers to the four questions proposed in lignt of

the integrated approach to the polynomial unit. with graphing

calculators. Each. of the four questions will be addressed

separat.ely in subsections 1 through 4.

5.2.1 oue_t.i.oo 1

Does a unit. of inst.ruct.ion which includes regular and

frequent use of the graphing calculator, as one element. of

the instructional approach help st.udents develop an

understanding of t.he concept. of t.he root.s of polynomial

functions?
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An analysts of the data suggested that the approach taken in

the unit. which included the graphing calcu.lator as an integral.

cOlDpOnent. did help students understand the concept of the root

of a polynomial function. Since the graphing calculator was used.

regularly and frequently during the classroom experience, it

seems reasonable to conclude that it had some impact. on student:

learning. The initial and final definitions of a root submitted

by all students in the target group and the l:'esults of the final

test and questionnaire suggest that the majority of students

completed the unit with an adequate understanding of the roots of

polynomial functions. both graphic and alqebraic.

The unit. test and questionnaire indicated that the majority

of students were able to interpret and apply many aspects of a

Most students' answers included references to the graphing

calculator to support their explanations. There was a general

understanding that a root was the value that satisfied the

equation, makinq it a true statement, and that it also

represented the place on the x axis where the graph intersected.

Most understood the difference between real and imaqinary roots,

were able to identify sin9le, double, and triple real roots, and

knew the relationship between the degree of a polynomial with

several ter/llS and the number of turns in its graph. The fact that

imaginary roots could not be interpreted graphically caused

difficulty for a few.

The mean, median, mode. and distribution of markS for t.he

unit. test and t.he quality of answers offered in che quescionnaire
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attest. t.o the fact that students finished t.he unit with a fairly

sound understanding ot a root.

The individual definitions submitted by all students at the

beginning: and conclusion of the study reflect. the progress made,

relative to the concept. for each student. Witbout advance

notice and without help from others. all students formulat.ed a

written description of a root twice during the unit. The second

definition was requested three weeb after the study concluded.

Thi:!! sU9gests that the instructional approach used. enabled

.5eudents to retain what they had learned. Despite the lapse in

tillie, all were able to formulat.e a coherent. statement. that, for

all but one, encompassed its graphical and symbolic qualities.

5.2.2 ao-.UOD. 2.

Which representation of function, tabular, graphic, or

algebraic do st.udent.s choose t.o use and work wit.h when

determining t.he root.s of a polynomial function? Why?

In general, lIIOSt: students became proficient wit.h t.he graphic

and sylllbolic represent.at.ion of funct.ion. Bot.h offered a

straight.forward approach for students to use when finding root.5.

The t.abular display, on the other hand, was slightly less popular

because it. was time consuming. It. required st.udent.s t.o read,

analyze, adjust.. and possibly re-adjust. unt.il a root. could be

determined to a cert.ain degree of accuracy. Consequent.ly, though

many found the table convenient. t.o use for simple funct.ions with
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integral roots. it was not the preferred choice when the roots

were non-inteqral. However, at the conclusion of the study. the

vast majority ot stUdents were able to extract infoOlliltion

relative to the root.s of a polynomial whether it was written in

tabular fom. in symbolic form. or represented qraphlcally.

Given a specific function, students typically decided to

enter the function first, generate the qraph. and then observe

the table or access the CALC menu. What t.hey elected to do aft.er

observing the qraph depended on wllat the question was looking

for. The point is that most were able t.o demonstrate a degree of

flexibility with the calculator and adjust themselves

accordingly.

As the study prOQressed. there was certainly a growing

tendency for students t.o choose the calculator more frequently as

an alternate way to solve a problem. answer a question, or verify

a solution. Initially, in class and durin; interviews, students

chose to attempt problems using the procedural techniques they

had seen and used before, even though some solutions could have

been achieved lDOre efficiently with the calculator. As the unit

progressed students were more apt to choose the calCUlator. This

seemed to happen as students became more familiar with the

mechanics and dynamics of the calculator and as their awareness

of the link between the symbolic and graphic representations of

function blossomed.

As the study unfolded and students became more familiar with

the calculator. their preferences for different representations

of functions varied.
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More than two thirds of the students in t.he t.arget: group

indicated in the final questionnaire t.hat they liked the qrClphinq

capabilities of the calculator. Many claitDed that beinq able to

see the qrap~ of the equations they were werting- with not only

helped them understand what a root was, but: also helped them

understand the algebra better_

The TABLE option was also a popular feature amonq the

students. During the interview process illany reqularly checked

the table of values first when trying to identify the roots of a

function. This method: was especially popular fot functions that

looked relatively simple and whose root.s were integral. Students

found roots for such functions easy to generate and identify from

the table by looking lor zero in the second colwnn. However,

studenu typically found that. the CAl£./P.tXrr opt.ion was a

convenient and accurat.e alt.emative for all functions and

consequent.ly it. was t.he more popular choice.

Despit.e t.he presence and pot.ent.ial of the calculat.or,

st.udents, in general, st.ill wanted to know how to answer

questions on paper by performing algebraic procedures. They

liked the support offered by t.he calculat.oc and the insight it.

provided for the concepts st.udied, but many still wanted to Imow

how to solve problems manually. After all, that's wnat math had

been all about for the past several years. However, by the time

the study was complete, most students were able to exhibit the

algebraic skills necessary and were not detract.ed by t.he

calculator. for example, one st.udent corn:nent.ed:
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I aJll still able to work problems out on paper as well as

before.

5.2.3 QGa.UOIa 3

What. qrowth or developlllent.. it" any. have the student.s

exhibited in their ability to make the link between the

symbolic factors ot" the polynomial equation and in real

The third question of the study addressed the skill of

factorinq and whether or not the approach taken with the qraphinq

calculator helped st.udents make the link. between the symbolic

factors of a polynomial and it.s roots.

Factoring has been and st.ill ill a problem for IIlany students,

even at. this level of mathernatiC3. This group is no exception.

Reqardless, being able t.o write a polynomial in fact.ot"ed 'Orlll is

fairly iIaportant in terms of identifying its roots.

Many of the students in the target 9rouP had some difficulty

factorinq polynomials, particularly if the qrouping or t.rinomial

met.hods needed. t.o be applied. This dit"!1culty escalat.ed it' t.wo

fact.ors were addit.ive inverses of each other or it' the cOlmlOn

fact.ors were st.rictly symbolic rather than numeric. Evidence t'rom

t.he t'inal test and questionnaire suggest.ed that. most of the

st.udent.s were able t.o easily identify t.he root.s from the factors

and, conversely, t.he factors from t.he root.s even if t.hey had

difficult.y fact.oring. Errors t.hat did occur in problems that
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t.ested this concept. resulted from carelessness with signs and/or

exponents. This assumption is made because t.he errors did not.

consistently occur throughout anyone paper and only one student.

ol t.he thirty had the concept oC root.s and fiillct.on reversed.

FaCl:.orinq 1.DIproved someWhat. after student.s were advised that

the TABLE or CALC features could be u:5ed in conjunction with t.he

graph to pick out SOllIe of the rational roots of a polynomial.

These, in turn, enabled them to identify some of its factors.

Some students who cl.aimed to have a history ot difficulty with

factorin; were excited by this possibility.

5.2.4 Queati.oa. 4

What. do students say about the integration of the graphing

calculator into their learning of mathematics that would

reveal their attitude towards this device?

This question focused on student attitudes towards the

integration of the graphing calculator into the polynomial unit.

of the level three advanced mathematics course. In general. this

device was well received by the students. Host were intriqued

and content to be part of the study though some were a little

anxious at first.

As a whole. the class was relatively positive about. the

inclusion of t.he graphing calculator into their learning ot

mathematics. There was, however, an undercurrent. ot: reluct.ance

t.o accept. t.his inst.rument among a very small number of students.
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Some comments made at the beginninq of the Selllest;er, during

writing activities requested. indicated a slight anxiety about

falling behind other classes, becoming too reliant on the

calculator, and not being able to solve problems llIanually. Some

of these concerns subsided as the semester proqre!!lsed. one

student. for eUJDPle, became one of the staunchest supporters of

the calculator and finished the unit with a test score of 97'.

His answers on t.he questionnaire indicated a strong qrasp of the

concepts studied. He stated that: he found the calculator to be a

tremendous help to him and that he would continue to use it

However, a couple of students continued to feel that they

were not learning real taathematics and that they would prefer to

be taugh.t how to do exercises step by step. one of these. in

particular, felt this way and was more at ease in the classroom

when exploration was at a minimum and procedures were

demonstrated at the board. Her reaction to the integrated

approach with the graphing calculator seemed to be a consequence

of her vision of what mathematics was supposed to be. She also

perceived the calculator to be doing the work. for her which she

feared would be detrimental when time came for an exam. Her

responses in the final attitude survey indicated a dislike and

mistrust of the calculator though, oddly enough, she said she

would like to continue using it in subsequent units, though not

as lIIUch. She finished the uni t wi th a score in the high

eighties.

Three other students did not seem to be overly enthused

about the potential of the graphing calculator. Their reaction.
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however, was !1arder to gauge because they had put little or no

effort into the activities required for the unit. one of the

three was reqularly abseot and another never wrote the final test

and questionnaire despite the fact that she W"as qiven five

different opportunities to do so.

The replacement teacher who has since tak.en over the

teaching duties of the researcher has cOlllllented that the

calculator continues to be an integral tool in the classroom.

Students regularly reach for the calculator during instruction

and practice. This is not a surprising development considering

the feedback received from all students saying they would like to

continue using this device in subsequent units and cOlmlents on

the questionnaire describing their preference for the calculator

as a means of helpinq tbem. to solve and verify written solutions.

The second purpose of tbis study was suggested in the

preface of this paper and was alluded to at tbe beginning of the

cbapter. This goal was to help .students become more active in the

learning process; to show them bow to find answers for themselves

rather waiting for them to be delivered fait accompli.

One of tbe questions on the final questionnaire attempted to

provide some insight into student progress relative to this goal.

Students were ask.ed to investigate the role of the linear

coefficient in a quadratic Cunction and to SWIIMrize their

findings_
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Six of the twenty nine students did not attempt to answer

the question. Of the remaining twenty three students, two

proposed a possible investiqation, but did not carry it out.

Mother two sUllllDarized what they found, but did not describe what

their investigation entailed. However. two thirds of the class •

did develop a plan, carry it out. and present their findings.

All of the responses to this question described an inductive

approach. Several quadratics that differed only in the value of

the linear coefficient were entered and graphed. The resultinq

changes were described. one student's answer was as follows:

y-1r+bx+2 where b- 1, -3, 4, -1/2

++~+
If b is negative. the 9raph is on the right side of the y

axis.

U' b is positive the grapb is on ehe positive side of the y

axis.

The closer b is to zero, the closer the vertex is to the y

intercept.

The farther b is from zero, the farther the vertex is from

the y intercept.
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The fact tbat the IlIiIjority of the students were able to

formulate a plan. Cilrry it out, and sUIlIIlilrize their findings i:s

encouraging and exci tinq.

The graphing calculator played a role in the students'

ability to otfer an answer to this question. Over the course of

the eight weeks that. this study took to complete, students were

involved in qroup situations where they had to investigate,

describe, and malte conclusions on a regular basis. The results

of this question indicate that given the opportunity to learn how

to explore. observe. and sunmarize, students will do just that.

5 .• u.i.tati.ODa

The descriptive, rather than quantitative. nature of the

study and the research design u.:Jed prohibits the researcher fLOIII

claiJning that: the positive results achieved were due solely t.o

t.he int.eqrat.ion ot t.he graphing calculat.or. Though it. did play

an int.egral role. t.he result.s were presumably influenced by ot.her

fact.ors.

The increased int.eract.ion, st.udent. t.o student. certainly

would have had some int'luence on the ability of students to

construct and refine t.heir own underst.anding of what a root was.

Increased communication because of the physical and pedagogical

structure of the class probably coerced some into becoming more

active than they rdqht. have been. The interview process may have

been beneficial for some because it provided a one-on-one
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opportunity t.o articulate and review SOllIe ot the qualities of

The increased time spent on this unit should also have

had a positive effect on the students' success with the concepts

st.udied.

The results of this study are also not qeneralizeable to the

larqer population because it was conducted with so few students

and had no control group. What it has attempt.ed to do is to

provide some insight into the progress IlIade by a small numtJer of

students who used the qraphinq calculator regularly while

learning about polynomial functions. Kopefully, it will qive

other teachers SOllie idea how the graphing calculator miqht be

beneficial for some students and how t.hey m.iqht int.eqrate it into

their own instruction.

The increased use of tecbnoloqy in the workplace and the

evolution toward3 employee3 3barinq in the decision making

process indicate3 that educators need to help students become

more active and responsible for their own learning. Students

need to become more adept at using technology effectively. They

need help to learn how to question. observe. describe. categorize

and qeneralize. They need to learn to trust their instincts and

to have confidence in their own abilities. And they need to

learn how to do all of these things collectively as well as

individually. This 1:5 a very tall order but school mathematics

can playa small but siqnificant part in helpinq students to
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develop these skills. In particular, proper and regular use of

the graphing calculator can help promote these behaviors.

The results of this study have two implications for

instruction. E'irst of all, if one of the aims of mathematics

educators is to have students understand what they are learning

in high SChool algebra, then they must establish, llIOre firmly,

the link: between the symbolic and graphic. Despite efforts to

integrate the algebraic and graphic components of the high school

mathematics curriculum. students see algebra as algebra and

graphing as a separate and unrelated entity. However, frequent

exposure to the graphical dimension, available through the

graphing calculator, over an extended period of time does help

students to bridge the gap from t.he symbolic to the graphic. The

results. however. are not. immediat.e. Format.ion of t.he link

bet.ween t.he t.wo represent.at.ions will not. be complete in a just a

few classes with the graptling calculator. It takes several

classes just for students to become familiar wit.tl t.he mechanics

of this device before any thought. can be given t.o the

significance of what the calculator is showing. However, as

students be come familiar with the device. they will probably be

IlIOre inclined to choose it in their search for answers.

The second implication for instruction is that not all

students will be enthused about the intrusion of the graphing

calculator into the learning process. Some will be frUStrated.

especially initially, because they have to remember a variety of

procedures for using this device. It: will not motivate all

students and the novelty will gradually abate. Though many
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students will gradually develop an appreciation for it, others

never will because it forces them into activities that they are

not comfortable with. Students whose llIOtto seems to be just show

me what to do and when to do it and I will be satisfied will

probably never appreciate the power of this device.

Kopefully, these COllll\ents will be of value for teachers in

planning instruction that will result in improved success for

many students.

5.6 aeee-end&Uotaa

The focus of this study was to determine if the graphing

calculator had any effect on students' ability to understand and

determine the roots of a polynomial using the different

representations of functions available on the graphing

calculator.

The findings of this research .suggest additional areas that

might al~o be explored with the graphing calculator. One such

area involves student retention over the long term.

Specifically. what effect does using a graphing calculator have

on students' ability to retain and build upon concepts learned

previously? Further investigation could be done to determine

what effect the graphing calculator has on student learning in

sub.5equent units of the senior high mathematics program and in

what capacity students continue to use this device.

A similar study with younger students might provide

educators with insight into ways that mathematics could be made
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lDOre relevant and less procedural. This could reduce the

repetition and overlap that characterizes our curriculum. so that

lDOre and better IDiltheraatics might be available tor students

during the latter school yean.

Further study could also be carried out with students who

seem IIlOst reticent to use the graphing calculator to see if

prolonged and regular use of the calculator would encourage them

to see beyond the procedural. Could the graphing calculator help

these students gain an appreciation tor mathematics as a vehicle

that promotes critical thinking instead of viewing it as a

subject reserved for the classroom that has little or no value

beyond the walls ot the school after exams are complete and marks

are awarded?

This study and others indicate ttlat the graphing calculator

has the p:ltentlal to improve the quality of mathematics that is

learned in school it it is used effectively on a continuing

basis_ It can bring about change in classrOOlll dynaJnics, alter the

role of both teacher and student, and serve as a catalyst for

mathematics learning. Further study is necessary to answer these

and other questions relative to the graphing calculator in order

to convince math educators, in general, that this tool can be a

valuable implement in the classroom.
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This manual is desiqned to be used with the TI-82 graphing

calculator during the first unit of the Advanced Mathematics ]201

course entitled PolynOlllial runetions:. 1.3 you progress rhrough

this unit on polynOlllial functions you will be incorporating the

activities and exercises lnto your requla:r classrOOlll routine.

t:rans!orndng you:r classroom experience into one of

experimentation where you have the ultimate responsibility for

your own learning. You must be a doer ot: math and not a

r.c.ptacJ.e t:or math. Your participation and attention will be

critical while you ask yourself questions like: Why? What would

happen if ... ? Would this be the same or different than? How can

I make this change? and so on.

As a teacher and researcher I aIIl. interested in the graphing

calculator as a tool in the mathematics claSsroom. HI' primary

purpose during this investigation is to deteJ::lll.ine whether or not

the graphing calculator can enhance your conceptual understanding

Of the roots of polynomial functions. Your~ will be

directly related eo your efforts to interpret. synehesiz:e, and

apply what you see on the screen. Consequently, it is exeremely

important for you to answer rhe questions posed. respond to the

staeements presented, and also to share your conclusions,

insights, questions, and concerns with your teacher and your

classmates. Complete the activities in the order in which they

are pre.sented. gach activity is followed by a blank: page to use

for the writing activities that I will be ask:ing you to complete

as the unit progresses. It will also be a good place to bring up

concerns or difficuleies ehae IIlight surface. Please do not
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proceed on to subsequent activities if you are havinq any

problems.

The exercises that have been included in this manual are

only a sample of what the TI-82 can do. For further quidance in

the use of this calculator, please ask for an owner's manual,

available from me. The next two paqes are a lDenu map for the TI

82. This map will qive some idea of it's extensive capabilities.

Explore and enjoy!
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The keys are grouped by both COlour and zone. The four zones
are: graphing keys, editing keys, advanced function keys, and
scientific keys.

Very top row of the keypad - Graphing and Table keys

Some of rows 2 and a~l of row J - Editing keys, except for LINK,
LIST, and STAT_

Rows ] and 4 - Advanced function keys each wi th pull down menus

Rows 5-10 - Scientific calculator keys

Most of the keys have theee meanings. To acceSll the second
meanings in the light blue above each key, press the light blue
2nd key fiest. 1'0 access the operation or letter in white, use
the ALPHA. found below the 2nd key. If you are typing in a
program. you can use the A-LOCK by prellsinq 2nd ALPHA..

Adjust the dillplay contrast -press 2nd and keep your finger on
the up arrow to darken 5creen

-press 2nd and keep your finger on
the down arrow to lighten screen

When you've adju5ted the contrast up to 9 (displayed in the top
eight hand corner) itll time to get new batteries.

The calculator can be returned to factory ll8ttings by pressing
2nd and MEM. You then press 3 or cur50r down to reset. However,
this will delete all data and proqrams 5tored in your calculator
if you continue, so be careful. 'tou may not want this to happen.

The mode menu will control the display, both qraphically and
numerically. Cursor down to select an alternate setting for any
of the options listed. Activated llettings are highlighted.

The third and fourth rows contain keys that allow the user to
access both math and variable values. An entry can be selected by
using the cursor keys or entering the number of the desired
choice and then pressing ENTER.



8~a~ - When the calculator is turned on, the homescreen is
displayed. This is the primary screen for the TI-82
and is where calculations are entered and results
displayed. You may return to the home screen at any
time by pressing 2nd QUIT ( jokingly refeued to as
quit and go home ).

GrapbJ.c=a S~ -This screen is used to display graphs you have
entered in the ~ list
Press GRAPH.

MePu. sor-n - This type of screen displays a menu of
selections. Cursor down and highlight your
choice or enter the number of your choice.

'fable 8~ - This screen displays a table of values for the
dependent and independent variables. This screen
can be altered by pressing 2nd WINOOW (Tblsetj
For example, in the TABLE SETUP menu, TblMin lets
you decide what the value of the independent
variable will be and ATbl allows you to decide
what the increment will be.

Liat 8~ - This screen offers as many as six lists for the
user to input data.

Y- s~ - The screen on which you enter equations to be
graphed. In the y- list, you can de-activate a
function so that its graph will not be displayed
by placing the cursor on the" sign and pressing
ENTER.

functions in the ~ list have to be removed by
pressing CLEAR or by using the DEL key.

~

To use the TI-82 as a calculator you will be using the buttons
CLEAR, MATH, and 2nd, the cursor keys, as well as the bottom six
rows. Brackets must be u('led to group expressions if you want an

operation performed on the entire group. For example, .J(l2-4x2)

The A (called carat key) interprets any number that follows it as
an exponent.

The negative in brackets at the bottom of the keypad must be used
for a negative sign, QOt the :::subtraction symbol in the far right
column.

The DEL key will delete the symbol that the cur:::sor in on. 2nd
DEL will insert a space immediately to the left of the cursor
position.
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The last entry keyed ~n be displayed again by pressing 2nd
ENTER. This permits you to cursor back and edit what you typed
previously, saving' you keystrokes. It you press 2nd ENTER twice.
it will display tbe second last expression entered aod so 00.

Tbe vertical bar in the upper right corner indicates that the
calculator is operating. You can press ON to interrupt any
calculation or if the calculator appears to be hung' up.

Atter entering a function as y, in the y"" list, return to the
home screen, press 2nd YAR 1 1 ( number J. and E:NTER. When you
key this sequence, your homescreen should look like Y, (3J . The
calculator will produce the answer on the right side ot the
screen

Gr!J?h:i.llcl a r'WICUOD

After a function has been entered in the y"" li.!!t, you will need
to view it. Do so by pressing' GRAPH. Depending' on the type of
function that you are working with. you may want to change your
viewing window. The ZOOM menu allow.!! you to alter your window in
many ways. The STANDIUU) option autOlllatically sets up a
coordinate plane that extends from -10 to 10 on both the x and y
axes. If you do not want any of the predetermined option.!!
available in this menu, press WINDOW and enter your own
selections. ~riment with the ZOOM lI'Ienu to find out how the
selections will alter the appearance of your graph.

If you are not satisfied with the viewing window that you have
chosen. you can interrupt the calculator wbile it is still active
by pressing ON.
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~.. : This activity explores a few of tbe capabilities of
tbe TI-82 and attempts to show two ways that a linear
systeEll may be solved. n1Jllledcally and qraphically.

Cl»j.cU_: At the conclusion of this exercise, you should be able
to demonstrate how to use the followinq features on
the qraphinq calculator: 't- • GRAPH , WINDOW , CALC ,
INTERSECT. ZCX»f, ZBOX • , TABLE.

The l'I-82. besides beinq a normal scientific calculator, can

perform a variety of operations. It will accept and execute

programs. It will graph. or display a variety of graphs and allow

the user to explore the relationsh.ip that exists between an

algebraic equation and its graph. It can be used to help you

solve mathematical problems and to add a visual dimension to the

learninq of mathematics that is usually only available with the

use of computers.

'tou are encouraged to explore with your calculator and to

ask questions of other students and your teacher. Please do not

IDOve onto subsequent activities if you are experiencing any

difficulty. This manual is meant to be a record of your

learninq, so be sure to complet.e the charts and to answer t.he

questions t.hat follow.
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ACTIVITY;

1. Press yo-. Press CLEAR if there is anything entered on

this screen. you can enter a maximum. of 10 functions on

this screen

2. On the yo- screen, key in y:= :a-I, ENTER, and GRAPH .

Press ZOOM 6 to set up what is called a standard axes. The

calculator will display the graph of the linear equation you

have just entered. Press 2nd Graph to have a table of

values displayed for the function. You can scroll up or

down to see other ordered pairs.

J . Press WINDOW. This key allows you to see the maximum. and

minimum values that the calculator displays on the x and y

axes, as well as the scale that is used. '{ou may adjust

these parameters if you wish by entering values on each line

followed by ENTER. Experiment! Press ZOOM 6 again to set up

a standard axes

Press yo-. Key in y=x+1 as Y2. Press GRAPH. You now

have the graph of two lines which intersect in the first

quadrant. Press 2nd GRAPH to display some of the ordered

pairs on this function. Do you notice anything about the

lists for Yl and Y2? By a method. of your choosing, find out

al~aicaU.y where these lines meet. Use the small space

provided below.
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5. Press 2nd TRACE to access ehe CALC feature. A new IDenu

will appear. numbeted 1 throuqh 7. Press 5 to access the

INTERSECT proqram or qo down wi th your arrow keys to 5 and

then press ENTER.

6. You must now move the bolted shaped. cursor with the left or

riqht arrow keys as close as possible to tbe point of

intersection. The t.ext at. the bottom of t.he screen will

t.ell you the locat.ion of the cursor. Press ENTER t.hree

times in succession. readinq t.he t.ext at. t.he bottom, until

it. displays the coord1.nat.es of tbe point. of int.ersectioo.

1. Press ZCXlK There are nine features that you can access.

Press I t.o choose ZBOX. 'tou now bave the capability t.o

determine the size of the viewinq screen by drawinq a box

around the point of intersection of the t.wo lines. The

cursor should appear as a small plus siqn. It: may be hidinq

on one of the lines so press the arrow keys a few times so

you can see it. 'tau are now qoinq to box on the point of

intersection usinq the arrow keys and ENTER. Press ENTER

when you want to anchor the first corner of your rectanqular

box. Now. move the cursor left or riqht as far as you want

and then IOOve it up or down so as to enclose the point of

intersect.ion. Wben you a.re satisfied with the size of the

box, press ENTER for the ..coIld time to anchor the other

endpoint of the diaqonal. The viewinq screen will be re-

drawn, showinq only the part of the qraph that. you enclosed

with t.be ZBOX feature. This featu.re allows you to qet more

accurate values for che coordinaces if t.hey happen to be
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8. Again press 2nd GRAPH to access the TABLE feature. 'four

screen will display three CO!UIIUlS entitled X. 'i\ • and 'i~ •

This ill a table of values for both of the linear equations

you just: entered. The first and second columns represent. the

ordered pairs tor the tlr3t. linear equation while the first

and third columns represent. the ordered pairs for the .second

equation. Is there any ordered. pairs that these two

funct.ions share? What 1:5 the sign.i!icance of Mving the

same ordered pair in both lists? Explain below.

9. Experi.Dlent with your TI-82 by ent.ering additional equations

in the y-o screen. 'fou will need to delet.e the exist.ing

equations by moving up or down with the arrow key:> to the

desired equation and pressing CLEAR. With several qraph.s

on the :!IIcreen at. the same tilDe. your screen becomes

cluttered and difficult to analyze.

10. Usinq your TI-82 complete the table on the next pdqe.

Review your results with a friend to see that both of you

have the same solution set and that you understand how to

use the calculator before you proqress any further.

11. You may need to adjust the viewinq window so that you can

see the point of intersection of the systell\5 in the table.

You decide the values you will use to define your window.

When you enter the equations. fractional values must be

enclosed in bracltets.
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--
u-3y+I .. 0

.r+3y-I=0

-2.r+2y+I,.0

-.r+2y-I.0

.r-3y..O

-:h+4y+ 1-0

Not all linear systems have ODe solution. Make up one example of
a linear systell1 that does not have one solution. Verify that
your example is correct by usinq your calculator. Name the
sy~tem and sketch its graph below. Share your answer with someone
else in the class. Can there be IllOre than one correct answer? I
want you to qet up and find someone else in the class who has a
system that does not have one solution, but whose qraphs loo~

different than yours. What is your friend's alqebraic solution
and what does it look like?
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ACTIV%.ft .3 - 1'btI Graph. o~ Dilf'~t 'type. o~ Fuaction.

Purpo..: This activity is desiqned to help you make some
observations about the differences between polynomial
functions and non-polynomial functions.

Objecti"..: At the conclusion of this activity, you should be able
to describe at least one way in which the two types of
functions, polynomial and non-polynomial, differ
according to their graphs and their algebraic
equations.

Your text describes a po.lyocai.aJ. function to be any equation of
the form:

where all exponents are QOCl.-Degati._ integers. The numbers an,
an_lI ••• , a. ai' and an are the numerical coefficients of the
polynomial and represent real numbers.

Some of the equations on the next page represent polynomial

functions, while others do not. Enter each equation on the

calculator and sketch the graph indicated on the screen next to

the equation of the function. Experiment with your viewing

window to make sure that you have a global picture of the

function's graph. When you have drawn all of the graphs

displayed on the calculator in the spaces next to che equations,

tear out the whole page, cut each out, and organize chem into one

of cwo groups, polynomial or non-polynomial, according co cheir

similarities. Tape them on the blank page Chat follows. for

each category that you create, cs..cr:UMo directly below the

equation why you have chosen to include this one. for example,

you could describe what characteristics or features they have in

cOIlllllon and what distinguishes them from other graphs not included

in the category?



x-2
y.

<+3

y=-2klgx+3

y=-sinx

<'+1
y=-

x-I

y=cosx

y=log(x-l)

y=i·r
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Pu.cpo..: To use the TRACE feature, TABLE featu-re, and the ZERO
featu-re of the TI-82 to find the root or roots of a
function.

ctIj.cti_: At the conclu:5ion of this activity you should be able
to use the TRACE, TABLE, and ZERO (under the CALC
lDeDU) features of the TI-82 to find the root (s) of a
function.

In the previous activity, page 18, then aLe ten functions.

must find all of the real roots for each function using each of

the three methods outlined below a miniawJll of tbree times each.

Complete the table on the next page.

MIotbocl ODe - TRACE allows you to move the cursor along any
function being displayed while the text at the bottom of the
screen identifies the x and y coordinates of its position. When
the graph is on the screen, press TRACE and the left or right
arrow keys. As you trace along the curve, the view will pan to
the left or right con::Jtantly adjusting the viewing ...indo"'.

MiIltbod. rwo - 2nd TABLe: allows you to set up a table of values for
each function so you can detertDine the root (s) . 'tou can change
the increment in your table by using 2nd WINDOW and entering a
difterent value for 4Tbl. This helps you find llIOre accurate
roots, though not necessarily exact.

MiIltbod J - The ZERO feature allows you to find a COOt. Press 2nd
TABLE, 2, enclose the root on the screen to the left and the
right (called the left and right bound) by pressing ENTER. Press
ENTER again after the guess tut appears at the bottom. of the
screen. The root will be displayed or a very good approxillliltion
to it.

Explain to me, in detail, what is meant by the root; of a
function. 'tou may check with any of the books in the classroom,
but I don't want their definition. I want yours. 'tou might find
a diagram helpfuL to supplement your explanation.



...- aoot{a)
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I I I-II
Which method or methods did you prefer to use to rind the root(s)

ot a function? Discuss your reasoning'.
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ACr:IV1ft,5 - I'l,mct1.oDll ~ tbe I'oza f(x)=ar1+Iu+c

hqJQ.. ; To recognize the basic shape of the qraphs of

functions of the tOI::DI. !(x)=ar+bx+c and to observe
what effect. chanqinq the parameters a. b. and c will
bave on the qrapb:s_

(l:)ject1_: At the conclusion of this act.ivity, you should be able
to:

1) Predict the shape of functions of the form

!(x) ""rzil +lu+c. describe how it will open and
identify the parameter that causes the opening to
change.

2) Point out where c is located on the graph for
each function and explain alqebraically why this
is so.

3) Compare the x-intercept Is) and the discriminant
for each equation and describe what. the
discriminant. will indicate about the graph.

4) Describe the relationship between the alqebraic
solutions and the x-intercepts.
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Use your graphing calculator to graph each function in the y
list. Complete the table below. A reminder that the ZERO
feature is under 2nd TRACE and will al.low you to find the
root (3). 'lou will need to block in each root with the left and
right arrow keys_

ClpUl8 Y Val_ • td. lkatch Jtaal.
:tD.tar c4 tM :ll:- SOl.' a.

ucr:t.ai.Ballt i.a.~.

f(x)-~-Sx-5

[(x) = -lor + 7x- S

f(xj=9-x'

I(x) =5x1 +4..(+8

f(x) = J! +x+ I

What is the basic shape of all of the functions of the form

[(x) =~ +bx+c?
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2. For each function state whether " .. '" 1s positive or negative.

l.
2.
3 ...
5.

Compare this with th.e sixth column. What do you notice?

J. 80W does the leadinq coefficient affect the qraph. of the
quadratic equation? What effect does the size of lal have
on size of the openinq of the parabola? Discuss your
observations.

State the value of "c" for each equation.

l.
2.
3 ...
5.

Compare this with the third column. What do you notice?
There 15 an alqebraic reason why thi1!l is so. Discuss.
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5. Circle the part of the quadrat.ic formula known as the

-b±'/ii-4ac
discriminant:. X"--,.-- The type at number that

results trolll calculatinq the discriminant tells something
important about the x-intercept.s. What: in!onnation does the
discriminant convey about the x-intercepts of the graph?
Explain in t.eDllS of the algebra ot the fOl:::lllUla why t.his is
so.

6. Use factoring or t.he quadratic fomula to find the solutions
for each equation.

l.
2.
3 •..
5.

Look at your table. 'lfhat does this tell you?
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ACTrYIn '6- FI1rtIMlt I__Uptiocw ~ PaDcti0A8 ~ tM rlX!l.

I(s)=.rzx:l+br+c

~; 1. To learn how to find the vert.ex of a parabola usinq
the calc feature of the TI -82.

2. To find t.he axis Sytlml'!try for t.he qraph of a
quadratic equation.

Cbj«:ti".: At the conclusion of this activity, you should be able

LOse the max or min feat.ure of t.he CALC menu on t.he

TI-82 t.o find the vertex of a quadrat.ic funct.ion.

2. Determine the equation of t.he axis of syamet.ry of

any quadratic function

]. Point out. the relationship that exists between the

x-coordinate of the vertex and the axis Of symmetry.

4.Find the y-coordinate of the vertex if qiven the x

coordinate. You Should be able to do this on your

calculator as well as on paper.

The vertex of a parabola is either a IllaxilllUlll or a minimum point..

Press 2nd TRACE:. select max or IIlin, block in t.he vert.ex t.o t.he

left and riqht by uslnq t.he cursor keys and £NTE:R. The t.ext. at.

t.he bottom ot t.he screen will display the coordinat.es of t.he

vert.ex. Sometimes t.he calculat.or will not qive you t.he exact

vert.ex. but. a very qood decilllal approximat.ion. for example. -

5.961E:-7 actually means -.0000005961 and is IllOn or less t.he

number zero.
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tlse your qraphing calculator to complet.e t.he table and answer t.he
questions t.hat follow.

..... -- ......
--~

[(x)- 2z' • .1'+1

[(x) = 9 4x'

[(x):: 2(.1' 5)1+4

[(xl_V

[(.r)ztrl-6.t+9

1. Evaluat.e t.he expression -b/2a for each equation in t.he
table.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.



2. oor each. quadratic equation in che table. use the CALC menu.
selecc value, encer the x-coordinace ( you ll:'light have to
round off ) of the ordered. pairs in tlte chird colUlDD of your
cable. What does che calculacor give you back? Whac do you
notice?

l.
Z.
3.
<
5.

3. Based on your answers to questions land 2, describe a
second way to find the vertex of a quadratic function beside
using the maxImin feature in the calc menu.

Row would you find the y-value of the vertex using pencil
and paper instead of the calculator'?

5. What is special about the vertex of the graph of the
quadratic function'?



Acti'Yity 17 - 1'o1.~ ~'GIICt1.oIUI ~ tM Foal.

I{.):: ar!' +V-I+...+k

PIIrpo_: This exercise is designed to help you investigate the
shape o! certain polynomial functions o! the fo.cn

l{x)..,ar!'+br l+...+klO1tere n" 2. 3. 4. and 5.

Object1... : At the conclusion of this activity. you should be able
to predict the shape and direction of polynomial
functions of the form I{x)::ar!'+brl+...+k where n • 2.
). 4. 5. You should also be able to predict the
number o! turns th.at will occur in th.e graph. and how
many zeroes there will be.

Use you TI -82 to qraph each of the functions noted on the

following page. Complete the table and answer the questions that

follow. You may use the TRACE and ZOOM IN. or 2nd TRACE 1

features of the calculator to find the roots or zeroes of the

functions or do it algebraically by looking at the factors.

Complete the followinq table. Pay particular attention to t;.he

relationsh.ips you see developing in columns 3. <iI. and 6.

may. occasionally. have to change the viewinq window in order to

:!lee D:I:Ire of the graph.



1(~)·7_rl

f(r) .. :&'+5l<' +6.>"

f(:I;)"-k'-~+h+1

!(r)_(r'_IX;r'_31_(r'_

!<"l·("·-WX......3J<+2)
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_t.

What do you notice about the linear factors and the roots?
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I~ there any relacionship between the deqree of' a polynomial ot:

the form !(z)=d'+brl+...+k and the nwnber of roots t.hat. it. has?

If so, what. is t.his relat.ionship?

What is the relat.ionship between the deqree of a polynomial of

the form !(z):tD!'+brl+.._+k and the number of times that. it

turns direction'?

What is the relationship between the zeroes or the linear factors

of tne functions and the x-intercepts?

How many roots would you expect. for a polynomial function

f(x) z axIO+lu' +0'"*+...+,"1

What shape do you expect the polynomial f(:t) = a;l"l +b.r--l+...+,t t.o

have? Which term in the following function /(.:r) = x' -7~ + 7x+ 15

has the qreatest effect on maintaininq this .shape? Experiment

with your calculat.or, systematically removinq one term at a time

to see how each term influences the shape. Discuss.
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In the table below, three qrapb:!l are provided for you. '(ou have

to see it YOIl can reproduce two simila.!" graphs on your calculator

by enter:inq two different equations. Remember that the equations

can be entered in factored fOIm as well as in standard form.

...... 8quat.1oaa &lid tQJ.r (k~

-+;-
+
~
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~_: In this activity you will use t.he TI-82 t.o explore how
the coefficient a and the exponent. n a.ffect the shape
and direction of the graph of a polynomial function

strictly of the tODII fez) "" ar" .

Objecti_: At t.he conclusion of this lab. you Should be able t.o
describe the basic shape eJtPected for polynOlllial
functions of the form f{z):zar" where n e 2. 3. 4, and
5. You should also be able to describe what effect a
positive "a" value will have on t.he graph, as opposed
to a negative "a" value for each. equation and describe
how the polynomial qraphs are similar or different.

Use your TI-82 to graph each of the followinq polynomial
functions. Complete the chart below and answer the questions
that follow. ror the columns increases where and decreases
where. write your answer algebraically u:dnq an inequality
symbol. For example, x)-2.

J(r)_r>

J(r)-2:r'

J(r)--lr'



What do the graphs of the functiomll with the even value~ of n

have in coamon? Be ~peclfic.

How do the qraphs of the functions with the even values of n

differ? What do you suppose i~ cau~inq these differences in the

qraph5? Be specific.

Function
f(It)- ....

f(It)-lx'

Roots Increases Decreases
Where Where

Sketch
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!(Z)·-i.....

What do the graphs of the functions with the odd values of n have

in corrrnon? Be specific.

If t.he funct.ion is of an odd degree, how do their graphs differ?

'tou should be able to make two observ.n:.1ons. Be specific.
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AC'fIVI.n f9 - %be Root. of Pol.ynaa1aJ..

~_; This activity is desiqned to clarify the relationship
between the roots of polynOlllial functions, the x
intercepts, and whether the roots are rational,
irrational, or imaqinary.

Objectbe; At the conclusion of this activity you should be able
to determine if a polynomial function has real roots
or imaqinary roots, and if they are real. whether they
are rational or irrational.

a I . Graph y- xZ+x+1

Find the roots algebraically _

rind the roots alqebraically _

cl Graph y-(x+3) (xl_?1

rind the roots alqebraically _

f'ind the roots alqebraically _
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2. How many:

real roots does 11 have_i.Illaqinary roots_total' of roots_

.2 hav8_i.Illaqinary roots_total' of roots_

'3 have_i.Illaqinary roots_total' of roots_

'4 have_imaqinary roots_total' of root5_

3. How many times does the qraph intersect the x-axis?

"__
"-
"-
"--

4. What do you notice about your answers to questions 2 and 3?

5. What is the relationship between the degree of each polynOlllial

in each example and its total nWllber of roots?
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To complete t.he following t.able. in the second column list: t:he

number and t.ype of root.s for each graph.- .... aDd 'fJpa or aoot

~

-#-
-k



'"AC'!ZVI'n 110 - SUigle, Double, and. 'h'ipl.e Root. of" Polynaaia.l

J'uDcU...

Purpo_: To be able to predict the shape of a function if its
equation has real roots that are single. double and/or
triple.

Objeeti._: At the conclusion of this activity, you should be able
to describe the relationship between the degree of a
factor and the behavior of the graph. at the zero of
that factor, specifically for factors of degrees of 1,
2 and 3.
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Use our ra"'h.in calculat.or t.o comolet.e t.h.e t.able.

ruocti.OD. Li..t Lht Sketch Appearance ~
bell tM car.. at Sach
~ aoot.8 aoot (pea".-- -ri.t!aout

<1&'
oa.t • .1.
~t,or......-_tart.ly

n.atteu: O"ltl

J(zl-x' x'

I(X):'c(x1 +h+2)
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For each function in the table. complete the chart below.

&ac:h Oi.U'~t J'aator ~~ &acb l'actor .iDq~./Ooabla/'rr1p~._t
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Purpoaa; TO discover the relationship that exists between the
value ot a function for a certain nUlllber and division
ot a polynomial by a linea:r; binomial.

ClbjeeU_: By the end ot the activity you should be able to
articulate the relationship that exists between a
polynomial function's value for a specific number "a"
and division of that polynomial by the linear binomial
(x-al.

1. Divide f{xl by each lineal;" factor listed below. Record the

quotient and the remainder.

(x-l) Quotient. Remainder _

(x+l1 Quotient Remainder _

(x-l) Quotient Remainder _

(x+1) Quotient Remainder _

2. Go to the homescreen and enter

2nd \fAR 1 1 (t.he zeroes of the linear factors above) ENTE.R

This should look like YI (2J

Record the input and the output.

f( I'"

f( I'"

f{ J ...

f( 1-

3. "hat do you notice about exercise II and .2? Be specific.
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4. If any function tOtl is divided by a linear binomial such as

(x-a), what will be the remainder?

P'uq)o.. : To investlqate the relationship between a polynomial
function's remainder when divided by (x-a) and possible
factor:s ot" that polynolllial.

Objecti.n-: When you finish this exercise you should be able to
articulate the relationship that: exists between
certain remainders of polynomials and their factor!!.

l.a) Use your calculator to compute 6+3

What is the quotient? _

What is the remainder?

What does this tell you about the nUlllber 31

bl Ose your calculator to calculate JT7286+S46

What is the quotient? _

What is the remainder?

What does this tell you about the number 5461

2. Enter f(.r)=2.r~-3~-~+9x-6 in the or list.

Compute l(x)+(x-2) by any method.

What is the quotient? _

What is the remainder? _

What does this tell you about the linear divisor (x-2)?

What is one of the zeroe:s of I(x)? _
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Use your calculator to compute 1(2). _

3. Enter g(x)=x4+1r'-3~-39x in t.he y- list. Compute

g(x)+(.%+I).

What is the quotient? _

What is the remainder? _

What does the answer to the question directly above tell you
about the linear divisor (x+ 1)1

4. Turn orE or CLEAR rand g. consider the function

p(x) '" (x+8Xx-3Xx-S)(x+4Xx+6). Enter P(X) in the y- list.

Sketch the graph of p(x). Adjust your window so you get a

global picture of the function.

Use TRACE or CALC 2 to find its

Use your calculator to evaluate p(-3),p(3),P(S),p(-4). and

p(-6l _

What do you notice?

What does this mean about tne linear binomials listed in the

original function?

5. If I(x) is divided by (x-a). what will the remainder

be' _



If [(0)- 0, what does that tell you?

If a is one of the x-intercepts of the graph of/(X), then

f(aJ-__,

If a is one of the x-intercepts of the graph off(x). then

what is one of the factors of f(x)?

153
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AC'l':IVrl'Y 112 - Rational. and trratioUl. Root.

~••: To determine whether the roots of a polynomial
equation are rational or irrational.

Objectin: At the conclusion of this activity, you should be able
to look. at the graph of a polynomial function on your
calculator to determine if the roots of the function
are real or imaginary. If they are real, then you
should be able to determine if they are rational or
irrational. You may do this in either of two ways, by
using your calculator or by usinq the Rational Roots
Theorem and synthetic division.
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Use your graphing calculator to complete the table .

1(,>=2<'-'-"-1

f(x)=~-4.r-n+2

1(,>->'->'+3

..tal.
I ....... SUtch ~t&J. • ~ Liat. the

a.aJ. ltoote b~t11

l.a) Lil5t all of the positive and negative factors of the
constant term. We' 11 refer to these as p.

b} List all of the positive and negative factors of the leading
coefficient. We'll refer to these as q.
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c) Now list all of the possible p/q combinaeions. posit.ive and

negative. from the lists in a.) and b) _ These are called the
possible rational roots of the function.

d) Circle the numbers from the list above that are the same as
the x-intercepts in the table for each function.

2.a) Howaaoy real roots doe.s each function in the table have.

bl How do you !mow?

c) What are the real roots of all of these functions?

dl If any of the roots are exact, verify that they are list.ed
among the possible rational roots in 1 c) for that function.
state yes or not in list.

J. What can you conclude about: the x-intercepts for each
function that are not listed in 1 cl as a possible rational
roots?
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PIII:po_: To determine the solution for a system of polynota.ial
equations_

Clbject1~: At the conclusion of this activity. you shoUld. be
able to:
1. Solve a function in x in two d.ifferent ways and

describe what you did.
2. Use the calculator to support your algebraic

SOlution
3. Describe the relationship between the algebraic

solution set and the points of int.ersection of the
qraph ot the system.

Use your graphing calculator to sketch each set ot graphs on the
same axis and !ind. the points of intersection.

Zquat1oo. Sbtch c:oord.1Date. of each

f(x)::r+h

[«)=2

[«)-2.<'.'"
/(x):c I

!(x)=.rl x

I(x):: 1r



f(z)-.c+4r

fez) '" 3:c+ 18

Algebraically, solve each system in the chart. What do you

notice about each solution 3:!l compared. to the points of

int.ersect.ion of the system?

158
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Use your qraphinq calculator and the Roots option under t.he CALC
menu to solve each equat.ion in the followinq table .

Equation

f(.r)=.r+h-2

f(.r):r-.r-h

Sketch

What do you notice about the third column of both tables?

Describe two ways to use your calculator to find the values of x

that make t.he equation x' -lx+ I:: 2.r' +x a true statement.
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Questions

l.Explain as clearly as possible what the following terms,
phrases. or directions mean.

al Solve the equation for x: x"+5x - -6

bl Find the SOlutions for ~-)x" - 9x-lO .

cl State the zeroes of the function 0 - x(x-7) (2+xl.

dl Find all the real," imaqinary roots for (x-21-)-4!(x-)J.

2. a) What is meant by the term root? Use a diaqram to
supplement your explanation.

bJ What other words are synonymous with the word. root?

160
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Ma~tic. 3201 - ~t 0DlI
U'A1.t 0- - 1'o1.lC!!:ai.!l.!

Part A - Objectives. Place your answers on the answer sheet
-- provided. 18 IIlarks.

1. al Ose the~ feature all your calculator to find the

factors of the function f(s);x'-V-b+12

b) Name the~ pairs tbat you used to identify the
factors ot f(z).

2. a, What~ the polynomial ."phed a' follow",

b) How many imaginary roots, if any, does the polynomial
function have?

3. Where is the vertex for the function f{x) '" IS-2.r-r ?

Describe it as a maximum or a minimUln.

4. What one chao;e would you make t.o the funct.ion f(x)=U+3z+4
so that it would have two real roots?

5. What is the remainder when 2x7 +3.rz + x is divlded by (x + I)?

6. Find the equat.ion for the linear function that passes through
(2,O) and (-2,-16).

7. Make up a qu.&dtati.c function such that the sum of its roots
would be 5 and the product: of it.s roots would be -12.

8. If the discri.la.inant. of f(x):tu'+lU"+c1s)O, how many root.3
ot each type doe3 t.he tunct.ion have?

9. If a cubic polynomial has a triple root. at. 5, what. could it.s
equat.ion be'?

10. What. is the value of the polynomial for x--3 as indicat.ed by
the synthetic division'?

-8 5 -1
9 -3 -6

1-3 1 2 -1

1l.f(..r):8xJ +9..r'-16.t-S. Evaluate f(7) by us1nq 2nd VARS.
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12. Find t.he value of k if you know that (z-5)15 a faccoc 01':

p(x) .. j.r4 -a-tOO.

13. Name i:t: funceioun who•• graph wou," look 11k.,

14. The TABLE feature OD. your calculator contains t.he following
digits lor a funct.ion in ¥l-

W'2 -1
3 2

What do you lenow about one of the roots of ¥t 1 &JIpla1.l1

PAll'!' II - Please answer all of the questions that follow on the
sheet provided. Be sure to support all of your
answers. If are not required to .solve a problem by
algebraic methods, then you must clearly ~lain how
you arrived at. your answer. F'or example, if you
choose to do a problem on the calculator, then itemize
the steps that. you followed.

1. Find the equation of the cubic function that h.as a double root
at. -4 if it. also passes through (2.01 and {i,501 .

.. lllarks
2. Algebraically deteoaine all of the real and/or imaginary roots

tor f{..t):.I+2r'-21-'«-3
5 mark.5

3. Find the point or points of intersection of the two functions

!(z)=-2.xl+r+3%-1
!(z)=-x+2

5 mark.5
4. Find two di.f'!'~t polynomial functions of l ...t~ with

1+./2. Oand j as three of its roots. Your answers do
not have to be in polynomial foen. Include a sketch next to
each function so I can see how the functions are similar and
how they are different.

6 ma.rks

Ma~tJ.o. 3201 - , ••t 0
OD.it cae - Po1pcaia.l.

Part A - Objectives. Place your answers on the answer sheet
-- provided. 18 marks.

1. aJ Use the~ feature on your calculator to find the
factors of the function f(x)""xJ-4~-25x+28

bJ Name the ordered. piU.r. that you used to identify the
factors of f(x).
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2. al What. is t.he~ or the polynomial qraphed as follows:

bl .~!.ytry =ts, if any, _s the polynomial
function have?

J. When! is t.he vertex ror the function f(x).U-Zz+.r2 ?
Describe it .UI a maxi.mum or a minimum.

4. Nhat one chanqe would you make t.o the function
f(:c):::-2zZ+3x-4 so t.hat it. would have one z.-l root?

5. What is the remainder when 2x1 +lt1+z is divided by (x+2)1

6. Find t.he equation ror t.he linear function that passes throuqh
(-2,0) and (2,-16).

7. What is the sum and product of the root.s tor
-4r +W -4x-13 .. 01

8. If the discriminant or f(x):ox1 +lu-+cis .0, how many roots
of each type does the funct.ion have?

9. If a qaartic polynomial has a t.riple root at. 0, what could its
equat.ion be?

10. What is the quotient. indicated by t.he synt.hetic division
below?

1 0 -8 S -1
-3 9 -3 -6

1-3 1 2

1l.f(x)=8.tJ +9xJ -I6x-S. Evaluate /(-8) by usinq 2nd VARS.

12. Find t.he value of k if you know t.hat. 5 is a root. of

P(X)=ix'-h-IOO.

13. N~ tWO~~Jctionswhose qraph ~uld look like,

14.. The TABLE feat.ure on your calculat.or cont.ains t.he followinq
diqits for a funct.ion in y~.

W·2 -i
3 2

What do you know about. one ot che root.s of Y:? Explain
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!!!!..!. - Please answer allot the questions that to.1.1ow on

the sheet provided. Be sure to support al.1 of your
answers. r! are not required. to so.1ve a problem by
alqebraic llletbod.s, then you must clearly ~1a1.a. bow
you arrived at your answer. For example, if you
choose to do a problem on the calculator, then itemize
the steps that you fo.1.1owed.

1. Find the equations of ~ quartic functions that have 1+2iand

-JS as two of its four roots. Sketch the qraph of each
function next to its equation.

4 marks
2. Alqebraically determine all of the real and/or imaqinary roots

tor f(%)=-.l+2:r'+ur-Kr-!S
5 marks

3. rind the point or points of intersection of the two functions

f(x) == -:zr+.c +It-I
f(x)==-x+2

5 marks

4. Find the value of the inteqer m so the function M=~+trs"-~

has a double root.
6 marks

Hau.-ti.c. 3201 - 1'••t. ODe
tJ'A.it ODe - l'Ol.'l!!a.iaJ.e

Part A - Objectives. Place your answers on the answer sheet
-- provided. 18 marks.

1. al Use the~ feature on your calculator to tind the

!actors of the function f(x) == U +3.c -23x- 12

bl Name the o~ paire that you used to identify the
factors of f(x).

2. 'J What "(Po! the polynomial ."phod as !ollow"
b) How many imaoinary roots, if any, does the po.1ynomial

function have?

3. Where is the axis of symnetry for the function f(x)==5-2x+x2
?

4. What one chanqe would you make to the function
f(x) '" -2f' +3x+4 50 that it would have two imaqinary roots?

S. What is the remainder when 2x1 +3ltJ _x is divided by (x+3)?
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6. nnd ctle equacion for ttle linear function ttlat passes

t.tlrough (-2,0) and (2,-16).

7. Create a quadratic equation whose roots would add up to 6 and
would multiply to be 10.

8. If a qaarUc polynOCllial has a triple root at 0, what could its
equation be?

9. Does the synthetic division below indicate that -3 is a root
for the given polynOlllial? Explain.

I 0 -8 5 -1
-3 9 -3 -6

I -3 1 2

10. f(;c):8;cl +9xl -16x_S. Evaluate 1(-8) by using 2nd VMS.

11. find the value of k if you Icnow that 5 is a root of

P(;c):~;c4-h-l00.

12. N_ cwo :~:Jtions whnse .<aph wnuld 100' li'e,
13.The TABLE feature on your calculator contains ttle following

digi t.5 for a function in YI'

~
---J-tT-
What do you Icnow about one of the roots of YI? Explain

!!!!..! - Please answer all of the questions that follow on t.he
sheet provided. Be sure t.o Support all of your
answers. If are not. required t.o solve a problem by
algebraic methods, then you must clearly elIpla:iD how
you arrived at your answer. For example, if you
choose to do a problem on the calculator, then itemize
the :!lteps that you followed.

1. nnd the equations of two cubic functions that have 2-.J3and
-3 as two of its three roots. Sketch the graph of each
funct.ion next. t.o its equation.

4 marks
2. Algebraically determine all of t.he real and/or imaginary root.s

for l(x)=;c~+2:c)-~-6;c-)

5 marks
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3. Algebraically determine the point or points of intersection

of the two functions f(X):: Xl +4~
f(x)=:luI8

5 marks
4. Find a cubic function whose roots are two less than the roots

of f(x)=-z.t-l+24x-32
6 marks

M&~t;.i.e. 3201
Po1yQCai.a1.. &lid the Gnpb.i.1lq Ca1.C'Illator - Qaeat..i.olu:i.a.i.

Answer all of the following questions. Some of
the questions are not looking for mathematical
solutions, but your descriptions of bow you would
solve the problem or how you would check your
answers using the calculator.

1. Suppose you were asked to find a quadratic equation with

roots 1±.J2. Once your wI;:itten solution was complete, how
would you use your calculator to verify your answer?

2. How do you know for sure if P(x)==x'-./Sx·+.J6 has a positive
real root?

3. Find the point or points of intersection of the two functions

f(x)=~-2:c and P(x)=x9 -JSx'+J6. b:p1.a.iA how you solved
this problem.

How could you use the calculator to decide if (x-2)is a

factor of P(x)=xS-x'-k"-2?

5. Find the other root for the quadratic function whose vertex
is (I,12)if it also passes through (-I,D). How do you know if
your answer is correct?

6. Suppose you were asked to find the value of m in

f(x)::x l +Sx'+m.t+4 if (x+2)i. one of its factors. What would
you do with the calculator to determine if you had found the
correct value for m?

7. How many quartic functions will have these particular roots?
How many quartic functions will have these roots and also
pass through (O,-3)?
If you actually had to find the equation, how would you know
if your answer was correct?

8. What features of the graphing calculator, if any, helped you
learn about polynomial functions? Discuss.
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9. At. che beqinninq of che unit. some students expressed a

legit.imate concern that. they would become t.oo reliant. on t.he
calculat.or and would not be able to work probleIllS out on
paper _ Respond to this concern in li9ht ot what we have done
over t.he past several ween. Do you feel that. the calculator
enhanced or impeded your understandinq ot polynomial
tunction.s? Discuss.

10.We used the calculator during this unit. to investigate t.he

role of a and c for quadratics y=d+lu:+c. How would you
investigate t.he role of the b? lJse the space below t.o ShOW
what. you would do to investiqat.e how b a.fleets the qraph.
What. conclusions can you formulate after your investigation'?

11.00 you think th.at you would like t.o cont.inue to use t.he
qraphing calculator in later unit.s of this course if one is
available to you? Why or why not? Has it had any affect on
your cont"idence in your solutions?

12.In what capacity, if any, did you find the graphing calculator
most uset:ul to you? Discuss.

13.Are there any other cOlllllents that you would like to make about
using calculators or about this unit?
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Appendia 0 - Attitude Surv8Y.

St\1dellt oa-.tiorma1.re 1

Write any cOlll!lents you wish to add after any of the questions or

add them to the back of this page. Use the following code for

your answers:

SA-Strongly Agree O-Disagree A-Agree

SO-Strongly Disagree NS-Not Sure

__1. I am very familiar with .c:ienti.ti.c calculators and use

them all the time in math class and some other

classes.

__2. I have used graphing calculators regularly in past

mathematics classes.

__3. Students should be able to use the graphing calculator

any time during math class.

__4. Students should be able to use the graphing calculator

for all homework.

__5. Students should be able to use the graphing calculator

on all tests and quizzes.

__6. Using a graphing calculator in math class will increase

my understanding of the concepts being studied.

__7. The graphing calculator is used primarily to verify

that algebraic work is correct.

__8. Any problem that can be solved on the calculator can be

done using paper and pencil.

__9. Any problem that can be solved using paper and pencil

can be done on the graphing calculator.

__10.1 am a little nervous about using the graphing

calculator in my math course.
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__11. I trust: the answers that I get on my scientific

calculator.

__12. I am confident that the graphing calculator will help

me be mo:r:e successful understanding polynomials.

__13. Most math problems can be solved in more than one way _

__14. Many problems in math can be sOlved by arawing and

interpreting the graph of the problem.

__15. I have used computers and graphing software before so I

think that will help me with the graphing calculator.

__16. I enjoy math.

__11. I have a good idea as to what mathematics is all about.

Comments:

Read each statement and circle the letter of the descriptor that
best describes your reaction.

1. The graphing calculator helps me feel more confident about
my solutions.
A. Strongly agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

2. I found the graphing calculator to be motivating and
interesting.
A. Strongly agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

3. Using the graphing calculator has decreased my interest in
mathematics
A. strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

The TI-82 i.:5 ea.:5Y to use.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

5. In general, I was able to do the lab activities without too
much difficulty and answer the questions that followed.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree
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6. When a problem is analyzed both graphically and
algebraically, it h.elps me to understand the underlying
mathematical ideas.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

The graphing calculator has helped me to understand at least
one mathematical idea/technique that I ctidn' t understand
before.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not: Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

8. Because of the graphing calCUlator, I find myl5elf exploring
a mathematical problem rather than just trying to get the
solution.
A. Strongly Agree 8. Agree C. Not: Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

9. I like to use the graphing calculator to check. my work.
A. Strongly Agree 8. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

10. I would recommend the graphing calculator to my friends,
especially since we can use it for the public exam.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

11. I can recommend some changes to a lab activity that would
malee it clearer for the students using the manual.
A. Strongly Aqree B. Agree C. Not Sure D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree

Comments:
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